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CHAPT I 
I RO UC'l'IO 
t of th bl 
Th obj ectiv of this r a arch roj eot i to determin th 
total ergy b orption ca oi ty of the various types of mechanic 
pring in te 0£ a th tio� l equa. tions, d th u e of the e 
qu tions to find th ins ta.neous energy release .  
The im rtanc e of sprin ., a ma.chine elem t st o ra the 
fact that they can be d for ab orbing chanie 1 rgy . Thi 
er i stor d th form of elastic tr· in en r , which y 
rel aa d wh dee ired . ome of th many uses f s ring re : 
bsorbing or r 1 sing energy due to im ct o r  hock 1 ds ; 
achani d oti v ting linkn e s u d in oalcula. tore, ovi 
roj c tors d in clock ; d roviding a eontinuo s . source of rgy . 
It m t b cle r1y r co iz d t t the dev lo ent of th energy 
quations, f r s rin s ar concern ia not.h · but eans to 
an end : that th ergy s toring c city of a rin shoul.d b con-
sid re s one of th . rimary sp cts in s rin desi • 
Seo e and th d of 
h followin discus sion aim t deriving the en rgy rolatio s 
for th various types of lin ar e rings under static loading . Thi 
dll be ec li hed by assumin that the external 1 da, to which a 
r · g i ubj ct d, r ap �i 
that t total rgy of the 
rgy, th r than kin tic . 
in an xce in 1y alo 
ring will b oten tial, or tr · 
2 
0 
It 'Will be hown that in ticall lo ded springs, th ergy 
c paci ty of s ring to store ergy is a function of the m xi.mum 
str a that can devel.op and the vol e of th ring . This, plus the 
fact that in ome rin e tho vo1ume is only , rtially a effective 
in toring rgy, kes it  ossible to establi h seal or a 
ffici oy for d te ining which spring is a b ttor n rgy 
bsorb r.  
Sine the ability of spring to t ·  re chanic • l nergy is 
f\motion th it will be advanta ou.s to deve1op 
thod t t ill pr ict thi disp1ac t t any in tant of tim • 
This the i ethod for determining the di lac on-t, of .y 
oint in the ring t y tim 
This approach makes it os ible not only to dete ine th 
total energy ea city at instant of tim , but also the instan-
taneou energy that ean b rel a.eed by a s ring . so, by using this 
a roao s ring under dyna: ic conditions may b analyzed easi r .  
ot only lin ar  s rings, but 1 o nonlinear s rin , l-rhere the 
load is not directly ro rtio 1 to the di pl cement, r discu d . 
Th as tion that there i a  no oner los du to friction be n 
a.do, t d throughout the entir analy i . 
3 
It t be cl ly under tood t t the forthcoming di cuseion 
may have not b m o J. te, if the r cts that influ ce  th ener 
oa: city or the rat of er oha.ng r not cons id r d. 
CHAP'tllR 11 
REVIEW OF IMPORT CONCEPTS 
M•hanical springs are el.astie bodies 1vhioh deform tm.der the . 
application of certain loads, ther by stGring mechanical enero, 
·wh1eb. is rel ased upon th removal 0£ these loads . A spring is 
a.de in variou f-oms and sises . It oan be me.de .from metal or from 
other materials suoh ae glass-reinforo d p.la:stica or rubber. It may 
be mad·e a.e a coµ of wire, as a tonned piece of wire, or from a 
fiat piece of atoek., 
· Sprin s oan b� manu.faotu.red at low oost and with inexp�sive 
tool.:tn.g . If designed proper1;r1 they can perform uniformly attd mq 
have an infinite life expectancy . Mo t springs perf'crm l.inearlyt 
that is, the load deneotion diagram s straight line re.lationship 
(S e Figure 1. ) . This linear relation hip i.s a.p licable as long as 
the ma tt:trial is not stressed beyon& 1 t. . elastic limit or beyond th 
point W'here it no longer obeys Hooke• e Law. Certain springs, sueh as 
rubber springs and Ball vil1e springs,, hav a nonl.:inear 1oad ... 
de£leotion cbara.oteri&tic such as is hown in Figures 2 and ) .  
Figur 2 hows the loe.d-detlectior.t. curves £or thre Bellevill 
spring dth di:f"f ren� ratios or hei ht (h) to tbickn as ( t ) . 1J'1 
Fi r 3. the pring rate for c.ompr d rubber •pring contain in 
a housing h s two di£ferent sl.opes _. The smaller 1Gpe indioat-es the 
spring rate befor& th rubber touches the housing .. When the diameter 
of the rubber incr ses to th point where it touches th walls of 
Load 
F 
Load 
F 
Deflec tion y 
Figure l .  Load - deflection curve for linear springs 
Deflection y 
Figure 2 .  Load - de nee tion curves for Belleville springs 
Load 
F spring rate before 
spring rate after 
hitting housing 
Deflec tion y 
F 
Figure 3 .  Load - d e flec tion curve for a rubber spring 
5 
t 
6 
the houain ; there will oocu.r sudd inorea.a in the spring rate. 
Springe which are uaed tor providing a c ertain amount of torque or 
oment m y have a line r re1ationship 1th the an a.r defl.eetion . 
In d -signing springs, there are a £ew £actors that. should be 
ven £ull. conaidera�ion: 
1 ,  The kind of ma terlal to be u ed 
2 .  The type 0£ load o r  torque desired 
, • The a.mount of denection required 
4. The space limitation 
The abo't/ mentioned tao to rs can b predetermined by studying 
the di:f'fer · t condition which are resent in a p- rtieular design, 
• nd by mowing the type 0£ erforma.nee required. For instance, it 
should be determined beforehand ii' corrosion, o rating t peroture, 
and · 1ong 1ife- x ectanoy wou.1d OJ use a:ny failure; and, i£ so, then 
these £ ctors ould inf1uence the eho.ic of taria.1. T .'9' may not 
ehange the basic design pa eters, such as the load or the d flection; 
howev r; they will restrict t e d si. . er to select the o t p ropri-
a. te typ of ma terla.l . 
Since th 
Spring �teria1s 
thi study is to determine t amount 
that could be stozed in a. spring und r the ap 1ice.tion. of a 
load• it wou1d be desirable and adv: tageous to sel et the proper type 
0£ spring ateria.l that coul.d store wi hin its l.f the greatest ount 
of elastic energy without any permanent set . It will be sho m later 
2 . Flat spring mat ri J .  Thes could b divid d into t r e 
ca.tegorie high- trength lloy , good atr gth 
corroaion- reai ·ta.nt co per alloys, and constant- o ulu 
alloys , 
It hould be tioned that th choic betwe n pr tempered 
and ann ed ring te 1 de end on t e re ired form­
abi.li ty and the amount of no ded bends • 4 
3 . .4 11oy and tainles sprin mat rials . The alloy ate ls 
in t i rou which re commonly u ed £or s rin are the 
siJ.ioo mengan ae a. loy, ohr van.a.di alloy, 1 typ 
stainless, and th 316 type inles • 
4. onf rrous pring ateri ls .  Thi group includ s s ring 
br s , hosphor-bronze, berylli co per, Mo el and !.neon l .  
There ar  hundre of other terials which h v been uaad 
and tried out for differ t lication and for o e rticular ro-
q · rements . t d earlier, the a.mount of argy stored de ends 
on th �astic characteri tic of the ateri• l us d .  �o t of th 
co · only u metallic ring teria.ls do not hav th e e bility 
to tore en rgy as nonmetals, such as rubber, cork, felt, d 
la tic . 5 
Fatigue and Allowable Str asee 
The gnitude of the llowable w r ing  tre in ring 
v. ries with th pa.rticul r application d th design . In ob ining 
3R .  • Carso , " � t ring terials, tt Product .... · ..................................... .., 
Vol . 33; • 69, June ll, 1962 . 
4J .  B . Beckwith, "Fo ability of at Spring �teri 1, " 
Product gineering, Vol . 2 , p .  125, ept ber 1 , 1957 . 
5nVibration I ol tion, " Product fG!!eering, Vol . 10., 
p • 137-13 , ril, 1939 . 
9 
th e al.low bl str s , he prin ar ted until failur t, a 
p determined n bar of' cyel s, d pending u on the typ . of service 
expected . The type of servi.c could be any one of the fol.lowing: 
light e ,rvice. a.vera e or medi service, and sever s ervic • The 
light rvice group include springs that r te ted under st tic 
lo ds• wh reby th loe.d i a l.ied raduall.y, thus giving anough 
t·  for the tr ins to develo . .  Th · life exp c tancy of thi group 
ia b tween 1, 000 and 10, 000 oyoles . 
The m dium, sorvice group incl de thos that have avera�e 
use and a.re not hoe c loaded . The tre ses in this rou are s t at 
aom what lower level than those in t e li ht aervic group . This 
woul.d pe it the 
cyo1e 
rin .)s to o 
M
. rat betwe 100,. 000 d 11 0001 000 
Th str sees for th s ver servic group are deai ed for 
of 1, 000, 000 oyel • Thi group i o n ted with r ea ted 
. .  
or fl.uctu.a. tin , tr ea over long ariode of t · . The f iluro in 
this grou is a. rasul t or the tree s th t have b en repeated for a 
lar number of time or cyolee v by the conv ntio 
rking str a s are 
iven in the book of • M . ahl. 6, for o .reasion and ·ension 
s rin 
t:re 
In the s ining the orking 
is giv , which giv s ue r a.rd to tr e ran and 
of cycle ; and that is by em loying a correction factor. 
Wahl, o ei t ., • 104,-107 . 
b r 
10 
Al.lo bl wor .. ing stress eurves for rioue groups ot materials 
ar ven by Carlson7, and any others . 
In considering the fatigue life f pring, the siires a rang 
hould be given full. attention, since in certain fatigue te ts it 
e s to b · ore eritieal than tbe stress l.eval or the mean strea . 
fatigue f ilure is usnally ebaraoterized by a pro :res ive dev �op-
ment of a eraek and th sudden fracture. In orde,r to improve the 
fatigue life of s rings, hot peening proa s se.s may b u· ; howev r; 
they m c use so· e distortion in thin · tarlals . 
Effects or T er. ttire on pring Pro · rties 
High t p ra tures m..,- a£feet the propertie.s of springs,. ueh 
as the loss er strength or chang in elastic od.ulu • As t pera­
tures incre e , sprin s gradually lose s e of the lo d under a 
constant d f1ec ion . This is call . " r  a.axa tion. 1 
Howev r, wh springs xperience e increa e in d  ri etion 
under constant lo ding, this pheno i known a.s creep . ' Figur · 4 
shows that und r con · t deflection · tion ) the load is 
g dually lo tJ bu , as t peratur increases or time la se ,. it 
r g in its tabili ty. Cre p s ows the bili ty of the spring to 
handle th 1 d, but · t t e, this bili ty d crea es. 
onie t,erial g through grad l loss of stren t a tem el:\-
a tu.r · s · crease, whil in others ther is an bro ·t; loss .  Practically 
7s. c .  Cari on
1 
"Spr si 
ol . 25, p • 217-221, rch, 1954. 
11 
no re rch ·has b en d.on to det in th �tects of tempe ture on 
strength. Stanton c() p red the sta.bili ty of som t ri ls at 
0 t per, tu.r e bov 400 F . ,  and concluded that a e-hardenabl lloys 
such as the nieke.1-b a · alloys (Inconel X)  have the best b· ity in 
m. intainin constant load-den·ection charaot ristics, 
high r a g t  pera.tures, the sta .ility proves . 
d that . th  
sidual Stresses 
Re idual s�ress s ocour durin either the roe sing of the 
a ring terial or t e · · uf'acturin of th a ring i tselt. Th" 
stresses t .  t are roduc d 1n th terlal while being rocess are 
the result of th . metal- 1orking or atal .... tren ting roe sses, suoh as 
cold or hot- or ing. The r idual stresses that occur durin the 
uf oturing of th sprin re r ult o the fo in or coiling 
ot the teri • Stre t t occur durin the processing are 
uncontrollable d ay 1ow r the yield strength oon ide bl.y, while 
residual tres es du to manufacturing ay increase the pro rtional. 
l it of th teri • 
Residual stre e ean increas the 1oad-carryin ea aci ty of a 
s ring w properly controll d, if they ose th or 1ng atresse , 
but r und. sir b1 if they ppen to be in th e dir ction a the 
working stre a �  desi bl r sid l stre e e  m9¥ b · controlled 
�V. • Sta.nto�, Th Bes.t S rin terial £or High Texa ra-
ture, �odµct gineering. Vol . 31, pp . 1#47, January l , 1.960 . 
Per c en t  
load los s  or 
de flection 
12 
stress relaxation 
'-------------------- Temperature 
Do 
¾ale 
= D 
Load 
Fi gure 4 .  Creep and relaxation curves for s;,rinr,s . 
Load 
p 
+ d 
Figure 
P2 
pl 
P .  
5 .  
defiec tion 
slider 
Load-deflection diaeram for a helical 
comnression spring . 
t==Yl 
Y2 De:lec tion 
Fi f;'lre 6 . Load- de flec tion curve for an ext.ensi Jr1 s rJring . 
or liminated by h t-tr - atment, 
13 
atr s r li f .  
t consists of  heating the rin to a s ci ied t e tur 
a.nd e ping it t that t ture for certain length of time . 
For inducin deei ble re dua.1 tr ss s, cold setting of 
t,.. 
o pre ion ring or b riding of fl.at s rin s i done in uoh a. way 
t t tho str s o uose the direction of th overload. 
De igning He1ica.l Co re sion Spring 
in t,h 
S ring d ign involve the use of' certain e tions (presented 
etion entitl d " ·  tr se and Defl. ction in Helie Springs" )  
in a 1on tria1-and- rror proo du� until o given requir ent are 
satisfied . Usually, most of the requir ents can be satisfied by an 
wf'ini t nUlllber of s ring ; ther by, th probl become t t of 
what spring is best to use . It- is v ry evident t t the ring with 
chosen . A method, developed by K . ier9, rov d to liminate 
oat of the tediou work and roved to b ore direct, d is the o 
dopted in t  diacu sion. 
The given r quirem -nts includ ' 1 ) the ·type of ring terial, 
thu fixin 
hol DiJ; _ 3 )  
5 )  eith r th 
, i£ tho 
1 7 3 8 4 6  
t e modul of torsion G; 2 th di ter of the spring 
th initi h i ht Li, � )  th r· h ight ½ ;  and 
initial 1 d P1, the fin load P2, or tho av ro. e lo d 
tic n r capaoi ty of th sprin is fixed . These 
n A w A ro oh to Co. pr a ion Spring Design, " 
Vol .  2.4., pp. 154-159, Y, 1953 . 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
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requir ents are modified to includ the spring outside di- eter 
D
0 
= 0 .96 Da; the active solid height Ha = Nd =  0 .90 L2 ; th spring 
stroke t = L:i..-�; and a compression factor i ::r!.l. = ini"Gia.l defiection • 
t stro ce 
nyn is th deflection f'roo th free u.nstr ssed h ight HF to so. e 
height L (Figure 5 ) . 
I£ the spring velocity is very low eo that the entire defloo­
tion is equally aha.red by all the active coils, then 
And sinoe i :::  
Th sl == 
i 
1 + i 
2 Pl Al o - =  -
Y2 Y1 
Therefore p2 = 
and 
s 
- 2 
Y2 = Y1 + t = (l + i ) t 
p • .  
and i =  
p2 - p1 
,1 + 1) pl i 
Using the followin formulas 
D
0 
= D + d = d (c  + 1 )  
H = Nd a 
and C = JL 
(A' ) 
( 
(B )  
15 
in quation {11 ) d (12 ) obtain 
= _g_ ( �) l (C)  D2 o3 (o + 1 )2 0 
G 
(71 
1 (D) i.) = 7 1T 
quation ( C )  and (D)  o be solved for th s ring index C, 
riables 
and G are fix d by the · g v · param tars . 
It was entioned e rlier that the fina.1 stre s s2 should be 
minimum; however. this inim final str ss v. rl s with th type of 
load given--that ia, with P1, P2, or P. 
If the initi 1 load P1 is giv , oo re ion factor i 
with a l.ue fr, 0 . 5 to 1 .0 11 yield a inim £ 1 stres when 
u ed wit quation (C ) and (D ) . For beat r sults, it is su eated 
t t i - 1 .  0 be sad with thi t e of lo din • 
If the final lo d P2 i given in th initial r quirem nt
s, 
then a value of O .r:::.. i � ½ should be used;  ho ver, value of i = 0 
shou1d b used wh nev r po ibl , inc this will yield minimum s2, 
and he oe, aximum life . 
If the m 1.oa.d P = 
d signed to absorb a. fix 
is •iven, wh a. spring is  
ount of energy, then va.lu of O � i � J 
should be used with 1 = 0 as the beat value . 
quir 
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To make the discussion clearer, assume that the following re­
t - are given : G, 11iol , P1, Li, ½. Fro these, 
D0 = 0 .96 J\iol and t = Li - ½ could be determined. Substitute 
eq · tions (A' ) and (B) in equations (C } and (D )  to get 
p G 1 i t 1 - ==  
Ha c3 (C + 1 )
2 
2 = 
Q !i + ilt 
Ha c
2 (D
t ) 
U on further sim lifieation, and using a ree ended value of 
i = 1, thi giv a 
_P._*--·· -
Dtiol.e 
G 
2 = 1 .41 
G 
7 . 5 
t 
½ 
1 
c2 
1 
o3 (C + 1)2 
Solvin for C in eq tion (C ' 1 ) d u  ing the following 
tion gives th final s ring a ecification ; 
ire Size i 
ea.n Di et rt  
tive Coils : 
d =  
Do 
---
= 
C + 1 
0.96 Di! 
0 + 1 
D ::a D - d in. 0 
H 0 . 90 ¼ = _.!,_ = 
d d 
(C '  t ) 
{D' ' ) 
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De£1 . at Pi t yl = it in. 
Free Height: Hr = Li + Y1 = ½. {l + i )  - ½ in .. 
Spring te i Kpy = 
P1 P2 P2 
-
Pi 
in. - =  
!1 Y2 Y2 
-
y. l. 
It should be r rked t t the total number of active coils in 
a �ompreesion ring " ries, due to som progress! ve ea ting of th 
coils, with ino rea.sing l ; da •10 
De igning Hel1ca.l :xtension Sprin s 
Extension spring could be d signed in the same manner as 
prescribed for oompreesion prings, but with some minor modifications 
due to d loop and initial tension . 
Initial tension i built into exten ·ion s ring durin . the 
coiling o eration by bending eaoh coil alight1y aa it _ is wound away 
from its normal plane, thus causing each coil to e:K; rt some force 
ag inst the n xt coil . Therefore, it could be defined aa th force 
th.at press s the coils against o e another and ho.lds th tightly in 
contact with e ch other . Hence, a load of sufficient magnitude should 
be ap lied to ov reome the resistance of the initi 1 tension, before 
10o. n . Pletta, • C .  ti:>mit and N. w . Harrison, 'The Effect 
or 0v rstrain on Closely Coil d Helical. Springs and the Variation or 
the Number of ctive Coils with Load, " V:irginia f!Qlytechnie lnatituta 
� � St§.., Bulletin 24, June, 19J6. 
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any deflection in the s ring ean occur. 1 eold-wound exten ion 
springs could be built ith initial tension that can b controlled 
during the coi1ing operation. 
The s . ring index and the type of material used dictate the 
amount of initial tension that could be wound into an extension 
spring . i th a low index--tha t is, a hard ring-the deflection is 
11 and ore initi 1 tension can be obtained . ith softer springs 
--that is, a large s ring index .. -the ount of initial ten ion is 
aller. 
It should be ha._sized that the strai ht line relationship 
b tween the load and the def'l ction does not p ly until the initial 
t ension is  overco e. H . Ca.rlson
11 shows the possible range of 
initial tension that can be obtained in extension springs through 
either a special setu , hand coiling, or regul r spring-coiling 
machin • In the same r ference., 
tollow , is sugge ted : 
i = 
Or 
Si d d
J 
pi = 
D 
= 
valu of initial tension, as 
105 ff' d2 
c2 
2 
lbs./in . 
lb . 
It is necessary that the initial requirements that were 
stated in conjunction with co pression s ring design be odified 
(E ) 
for 
lln .  Carlson, 0 Defleotion of Coiled S rin s Wound 'With Initial 
Tension, rt Product Engineering, Vol. 15, p • 619, Se tember, 1944,. 
use with xten ion spring (F:!.gure 6}, uch as 
t � ½ - � and 
H = dN - 0 .70 Li - j D
0 
( ugg ated Vi ue) 
HF ;.: 2  + d  
U ing th s r l tions with equations (C ) d (D), or ( C t ) 
and (D •  ), will result in extension ring s eoificationa , 
19 
For better d sign, lthou h more o plicat d, th following 
formula for Ha shOUl.d b us d in eq tion (_C ) : 
I\,y ( ¼  + RP1") -P2 
,. 
Sub tituting the valu of P1 s giv in fo 
:J..ifying 
a ( )� and 
H a 
c2 (C + 1 )2 ( L25>, - P2 ') - � o! 1\ 105 
a2 (C + 1 )2 
PY 
Using thi lu of H quation (C '  ), to g t 
( ) 
(0" ' ) 
Fo ula ( C '  0 ' yield the spring ind x C .  The v. 1 e of C and 
e tion (F )  re u d with qu tion (D• ) to det _ ine the fin tress. 
or de iled discussion 0£ a ring d sign can be found in the 
· gin ring lit ra. tur . 
20 
III 
Stresses in Helioal Springs 
A .helical s rin of round ire, as shown in igure 7, is under 
the action of .an axial load P, . and any one ooil ·dll be assumed to lie 
in ·an hi.ch i ·  n · rl.y -erpen ieular t-o the axis of the spring. 
To aintain equilibrium at s etion taken erp dicular to 
the wir ' a :rd.a, a hea.rin , force P, and a ·tor9-U , T = P.. are 
required, where R = i is th ean coil radius. The maxim 
2 
.h  ring trees i obtained by .su e oaing the torsiona.i and the 
direct sh ring stre sos, using the well-known torsio fo �a 
Smax. =· � to t 
psi (1 ) 
wher the polar ent of inert J of the circular cross sect.ion is 
// d4 ...._ __ • Th sh rin.g tres (S ) ealaulated usin e uation (1 ) is the 
32 
unoorr et shear tress, since the stre due ·to direct sh r as 
not considered; and 1so th toraion- 1 tre e at the inside 
fibers of t e coil a.re r ter than thos - at the outside . This is 
due to the curvature whioh results in a shorter length on the inside 
and thus in 1arger strains . A aorreotion factor, which takes into 
account the effects due to curva.tur and direct shear, was developed 
(2 ) 
"' is Wahl' s oorreetion factor, and . is  used to determine c . ;i. • 
?nfedll'.lWll shearing etress at t;he inside of the coil .  It should be 
noted that eq tion (2 ) cannot be used to det ine the stress a.-t· 
the outsid fibers, and that h 
equation (2 ) with qu.ation (l ) 
prln index is C = L . U ing 
d 
ives the maxtmum corrected stress 
th.at couJ.d develop in a spring, expre eed as : 
S . is the corrected shear stress. It is ol.ear fro e ation 
(2 ) that increase with a deer s of spr · ind.ex,, and d ecre es 
vi th an iner asing spring ind.ex; Figure 7 a.lao shows the stress 
di ttibution across transverse di et r or the wire. 
D fl c tion and Strain Fn rgy 0£ Shear 
In order to dete ine th defl ction of the prin in t e 
dir-eotion of the pring axis, an element. or th wire dx is i ol tad,; 
igure ow the d nection dy long the s ring xis., a 
r lt 0£ t e torsional defo tion of the vir al nt dx. 
p 
Figure 7 . Reaction forces and s tres s  distriooti on 
in a helical compression spring . 
\ 
Figure 
D 
2 
Deflec tion of  Rn element of  length dx . 
dy 
axis of 
spring 
22 
PR 
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Sin.-ee the angle o.f twist (\0 between the two sections is 
){ dx 2 <\0 - --- =  § , dx 
{d/2 } d 0 
th n the el. ental de£1eetion dy will b 
dy =  D _ � 
therefore; by summing over the total length -of the pring, which i · 
u.a1 to 1T DN, the to't!• deformation y is obtained, as 
or Y =  mJN 
ti¼ 
in .  
E tion (4) ne lects the defo a. tion due to direct shear, 
since th t,� s equation (1 ) was u ed. to det rmin the h ring 
etrain Y = _§_ • ( should ken to b th number of acti.v 
0 
(4) 
coils ) .  Th d formation due to direct ah · r \18.S neg1ec,ted because it 
i · believ d to b very small c 
tried to det mine th ocuracy of 
red to hat due to torque . Wahl. 
tion (4}, with ct experi-
men.ts_ and concluded that th deflection formula (4) nwill ·ve 
result su£f"icient1y accur te for mo t � ctica.l_ purposea13 . "  This 
l3 A. • hl, tt rther earoh on H lical Springs o Round 
and re ir , " Trans . =-=' o1 52, pp . 222-227, Th rican 
Soei. ty ot Mechanical ineer , e York, 1930 . 
oonclu on w r eh or in 
reenient , tion (� ) than with thos obtaine by th us of a 
or cour t form (; ), which Wahl d rived in the s 
which take th sh r ff ct into coneid ti n 
p r, d 
y ( 5 ) 
Thi qua.tion wa d riv d, suming that the he ring tree 
to th dir ct a:xi l 1 ar unifo y diatribu d over · cro 
sootional a.r , w · ch is in coor c with th 1 entary beam 
th ory. 
due 
How rver, in th following di cu ion, mor aocu te ya 
is adopted to det ine th ount of d fo ti n due to dir ct h r .  
s 
ectio r 
t of t e pring wire of con tant eross-
d of 1 gth dz is under tho ction of th sh ring 
force P, s indio ted in Figure 9. Th · inor8Jn nt of length dz i 
con idered to b ion of a st ight bar, inc the shear fore 
ar �o rtional to , and ind pendent of the 1angth. 
Fr th theory o t i t of oirc r sbn.fte, t is mown tha 
th h aring tree S , at y dis th origin O, is 
dicul r to the 1dius c, d could be r olved into its X and Y 
co ponent , uch as Sxz d Syz' r ctivoly. Th Sxz tr as  
co on t ie given by T o h o and Goodi r14 e. 
4s . Timoshenk.o and J . N. Goodier, Th o;r.v: g! astici tx, En i­
ne ring Sooietiea Mono r phs, P • .320, Graw Hill, ew York, 1951 . 
2 5  
X 
dz 
A � 
I p  
-
X 
Figure 9 .  Di r�c t shear1nr s tr�sses in an elemen t of  langth d7. . 
z 
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xz = ( 3 + 2u) P ( r2 - ·:1? - l _ - 2u .;i.) (1 + u) I :3 + 2u (6) 
u = oisaon• s tio 
I = Reotan r Moment of Inerti 
2r - ir iz 
vertic l sh a.ring otr ss xz is of · r ce, sine it 
c us s the xtr deflection long the s rin a.xi {X .... A.xis) . Th 
h r def'o:r a tion in artiol of len th dz is 
Y = Str in x Length = XZ dz 
G ·  
This rticl of 1ength dz d cross- ectional r 
dA - dx dy will be loaded with a shear force equal to xz • Thus, 
th total train ene incr se in th rticl will ba 
It hould be not d that this energy r �ation will ho1d as 
lon as th 1 tic limit ie not ex.ca dad . Substiiiu't,ing equation 
(6)  for •xz in the energy rel· tion and inte rating over th total 
volume yi ld 
u = _.l:_  
20 
2 
ifDN y x 
0 0 0 
2 
r2-x2- 1 - 2u y2 dx dy dz 
3 + 2u 
Chan in tho curvilin ar o ordino. to cylindrical coordi­
ransfo tion c, 
u - 2 ( 3 2u. j2 
20 (1 + u  
Sim fyin 
0 0 
of ·t 
in2/J ) 
0 
c dc @ dz 
2/1 
Ua = .2:.( 3 +  2u \
2 
P2r6 7f DN\ 
( 1 -
JJ} � i2 J 
(co 2,0 + l-2u in2,0 ) + 
3+2u 
0 
Upon further inte ,ration# 
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U = .2:_( 3 + 211 \2 iJ-r6 7{ 2 D 
G � I2 
f.z.. _ 2.. ( !:'.:.3!t ; ( � ) 2J L2 3 'J+�J 2 3+2u 
b tituting the value of the rect gular mo ent of inertia 
Fo ... �.u .. _Q (7 ) r pr e t the total. inor s of train en rg:,, 
in a sprin of len th '7\ D and oirculo.r cros ction, due to th 
2 
ah ar 1 d P .  bi rgy i equal to the ext - rna wor on by P, 
w ich i d th total d fo ation 
y i 
16 
� 
J + 2u
�
2 
PD 
y = - --- {� - � r - 2u] • .:.. r� - 2u 12 1 
2 3 L) 2l1 2 0 + 2u J J 
( ) 
0 (l + u) d2 
tion ( )  yi ld the total d fo tion due to direct sh r 
in a , ring of oiraul r cro - ection . T ing u O . J for t l 
in equ ti n ( ), ive 
that i , 
s 
Y = 4,45 PD 
G d2 
the h r do.to tion i d d to that u to th or 
tion (4), th total defonnation Y will be 
Y =  PoJN + ,245 
di+o Gd2 
lifying, 
Y =  
PD3N 
[ 1 + 0 , 55 �21 Gd.4 
tion (10 )  re resents the total doforma.tion of helia 
s ring, oo pression or extension, made of ate 1 having a circular 
cross-s ction . Com .. .  ring this reeult with that obtained by Wahl, 
(9 ) 
I 
(10 ) 
equation ( 5 ), there i light disagr..,ement which is due to the 
29 
fact that W b1 oonsid red the sh ring stre ses to b uniformly 
diatribut d ov r the cros ctional are . 
How ver, if formula. (10 ) i c p r d with the e only us d 
formula (4), it i notio d that formula. (4) will resul.t in an error 
of about 12 per oent for a pring ind x of 2; 6 p r cent for C = 3;  
�- p r c t for C � 4;  and 2 er cent for C = 5.  B cause of the 
r eults, it is suggested that equation (10 ) be used for C � 4 .  
The l d deflection rate, known 8.B the s ring te, ry, is 
� 
p Gd4 
1bt-- = (ll)  
y D'N in . 
Equati ns (1 )  and (4) will yield th stre s d f1eotion rate, 
K a. 
K y = 
y 
- =  lb. 
in . 2  
in. 
ergy Capacity of Helical Co presaion or Extension Springs 
(12 ) 
In thi · s ction, the amount of m hanical energy that c be 
aly is of th wor< and ener shall be 
mor d tail d 
t ned until th next 
o p r. Th sswnptions reg rdin statical loading, which ar e ted 
in the next chapt r, ap ly here, so . 
If a h lical s ring--ca re sion or exten ion--is under th 
action of an a al lo d P, lt'igure ;, then the ot.mt of mechanical 
energy tha:t oan be stored in the form of strain energy is 
30 
in which K 1 th l. d dofleotion rat or h prin r t . Subs ti-
tutin t (4), in th 
above energy r lation yields 
lJ =  in. - 1b. (13 )  
Th str in ela tic b r deter.mines how much 
erg:r c bsorbed by th 
xi.mum h ring tres dav lo in halic·a1 prin due to torsion, 
only, is giv by 
s 
Or PD -
tion (1 ) s 
PD 
1T d3 
psi 
Wh this is bstituted in q tion {13 ), th ergy 
ca. city of th rin b c e 
U =  ,r
2s 2NDd.2 
16 G 
in . - lb . (14) 
If th m xim sh rin tres S , that rin oan b sub-
j ec ted to, is lmown, th th ergy ca ei ty of th 
determin d by using quation (14) .  
rin oan be 
The vol e efficiency-that i , the en rgy oa city er unit 
volume of the helical s ring-will be 
l 
2 
in which the volum of the s ring is q l to V = 
in .  - lb, 
in . 3 
\\ d2 
4 
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(15 ) 
\\DN in . 3 . 
Formula (15 ) hows the ount of energy th t can be stored in a unit 
volum of th spring . will be ae n in C pter Four, the volume 
efficianoy of a helical pring is only h r a much as a solid ring 
rod in tension, whieh ia con idered as an ideal spring . 
It should b� mention th.a. t the energy tion (13 ), (14), 
d (15 ) w r ob ined by ............... AS.. the tre and def1ection due to 
torsion, only . For s rings with a - 11 ring inde the strain 
energy will b 
in .  - lb . (16) 
in which the total axial defieotion Y is given by Formula ( 5) . From 
re tion ( 3 )  
PD =  
Wh thi is substituted in oqua.tion (16 ), the str in an.er 
q tion r duces to 
u• = l 
2 
S ' 
20 
in . - lb . (17 ) 
in whioh s '  is the corrected sh ar stres • The volume efficiency 
become 
e = V 
l 
4 
(2C2 + l )  
Ct c )2 
' s 
20 
;in, _, lb, 
in.3 
Th energy torin ea city of helioal spring a.de of 
rectangular and square b rs will be discussed l.ater on . 
32 
(18 )  
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C PTER IV 
OF T IC LY LO SPRIM� 
e ption R rding tical Conditions 
In th following discussion of spring bili ty to stor ergy, 
it i assumed 
al.ly. Thie m ans 
t the external. load or mo ents re ap 11 d radu-
mo.gnitude by incr sin continuously in uch a m er that th ir 
magnitude at any in tant i equal to, or slightly great r than, the 
laatic fore s of t e spring, whio act in a direction op site to 
that of the appli d l ads . This ssum tion ei ifi s two im orta.nt 
as eots : 
1 .  The loads re a lied in an oxoe dingly 1ow nner; 
:u , the ring doos not hav ppreciable v loci ty, 
and, th r for , the total ergy of the spring ould b 
t tial or strain en rgy, du to its osi tion, ra th r 
than kin tio . 
2 . Th · ppli lo d d the spring stic force are qua.l. 
and op osite at all times during th motion, and t t 
th 1a. tie force vari a continuously, in dir ct pro-
portion to the defo tion . is ean that the ring 
are consid red to be lin r and perteotly el tic, and 
thus, th internal re istinrr tr s is pro. ortional to 
the train; that is to say, the s rings obey Hook ' s  w 
very olosoly, and th.a. t the a .  rin :.> � te (K )  i con ta.nt . 
Ho ever, in oat cao s, a ring t do not ve thi 
lin r c racteri tic, and the die o nts are not directly pro­
portional to th loads� although the m teri 1 us. d may follow 
Hooke' s w. etimes, the terials used may not ha.v a 1inear 
lo d-displa.c ent relationshi ; nevertheless., they dll be assumed 
to b -tic in tho se that th teri will go b c to it 
origin li:,lj.,11.,�...,,;;ii along the sa 1o • d-dis lao ent curve without any 
by t r i 1o u.ch non-lin r s rings will b oint out 
durin the disou ion. 
In a dyn ic s rin syst , the line r s tic cone pt of th 
1 -di �ac ent r ationship does not hold. 
Re ilienoe. 
il oe d or 
sili o i d fined aa tha p operty of a a rin th.at 
""'"'-•--..o it to etor within itee internal el tio 
under a lo d, and which y b sed as oobanic 
rgy, when 
ergy in OVOI'-
0 in i cc to otion or in doin wo c u on load r oval , 
Th work don i t e so r product (dot roduet) of th 
fo oe (F) d th t (Y) . It is l to the product of 
th 
th .fore t ·  
the direction of  otion and the di tanoe, or 
the dis 1 cem nt oo pon t in the direction of th 
fore , xpr seed a 
or • Y F oo /J • Y == (Y co /; ) (19 ) 
wh re f:, is the angle b t een th fore and the i plao nt . In thi 
discussion, the load and the dis lac ent ar en to be in the e 
direction; therefore, fJ is z ro . Since the force varies continuously 
in magnitude, th n th a ovie rel.a tion i valid only for an infini­
te imal change in po 1tion . The work done urin the entire 
displac ant will he found by integrating the fore displ o ant 
e ti.ons� which will be the area under any on of tbe eurvea shown 
in Figure 10 . 
The prlng f oro is equal to 
F =  ICY (20)  
wh re K ie cons�t, exp eed in terms of pound p r inch . Th 
external won done can b repr aented ae 
In solid defo b1e bodies, d f o tione re the distane s 
through -whioh the forces move and th force a.re the in:t rna.l t es 
multi lied by their reas • 'rhe int mal wor don on a body by th 
externally applied loads 1e called the ela.etic st · in energy, and 
will b equal to 
eL (22) 
� 
av . foroe deform tion 
The ao- ffio:ient one-half we used b eaus the force incr ses 
linearly from. zero until it reach s its tull value .. ince springs 
are ocmsidered as perfeet1y elastic bodies, no energy is lost; the 
Force, 1 
lb . 
Deflec tion y, in .  
Strese, S 
psi 
Moment, M 
in . - lb . 
Strain e or -t 
Denec tion �' rad . 
proportional limit 
Figure 10 . Total s train energy in linearly 
elastic springs . 
......,_..._,.. , i.--------------- -' 
L -�LL 
dz 
(a )  (b ) 
Figure 11 . Solid epring rod in teneion . 
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internal work s gi v<m by equation ( 21 )  will be a 'tored a reoover­
abl · mechanical -energy and will b e l to t e external work . In 
d temining the energy quations £or linear spring ·, equations (20 ), 
(21 ) and. (22 )  will b_ us d ,  
En rgy o f  Straight Spring Rods in T 1on 
A str ight, spring rod is loaded by a gradually appli foroe 
F, a@ shown in Fi.gu.re lla, and is er length L and oroas-seotional 
area A . Th bar 1$, considered to be perr ctly elastie, so th.at the 
external wor don is transformed into strain energy. Since the 
defo -ation is directly pro ortional to the force, it will be equal. 
to 
Y FL Cl .,..._ 
and the ring r, t · 
SL - = L (a )  
(b } 
wher • E is modu1us of el eticity and is the strain and i q_ue.l to 
= .L . Th from equation (21. ), and by using relations (a. )  a..nd 
L 
(b ), the tota.1 onergy stored up in the will be 
or 
U = J:. FY - .1.. KY2 = J:. S2AL 
2 2 2 E 
(23 ) 
For .further phasis, relation (23 ) will be rederived by 
oonsid rin an inf'init aimal 1 �t, a hown in Fi r llb, under 
a no l str s S . 
Du to the fore S dx dz acting on the right or left surface 
of th el ent, total elon ation of dy is  caused where e is the 
longitudinaJ. st in on the y - a.xi • inc the force cting on 
the 1 ent, increae a 1 radually, its avera e value will be 2 S dx dz. 
The intemal. work done by this force on th el ant, according to 
f'onnul.a ( 22 ), i 
dU1 = + ·s dx dz • e dy = + S e dV 
wher -dV i the infinit simal volum of the el ent. Sino S = 
• up to th ro ortional limit, r lo. tion ( c )  becomo 
U1 
and r or th rod of volume, V 
Volum 
dV = f� dV 
2E 
Vol e 
L, this gives 
s2 
E 
AL 
whioh i the samo a th xt rnal ork ven by axpr sions (23 )  
and (23 1 ) . 
(c ) 
(d ) 
Formulas (23 ) and (23 • ) show that the ca city of the pring 
rod to absorb ergy dep nds on the modulus of eJ.astici ty (E ), the 
) .  
· is f und by dividing th ner · c oi ty of the s ring 
by it v ight, as 
in .  - lb. 
1b . 
here the r1 ight W = qV and q i the den ity of' the terial ue d 
ea.sur d in pounds p r cubic :feet. · 
To determine the volume efficiency of th olid spring rod 
ub titution or equation (23 ) and (23 • ) in equation {25 )  
reepactiv ly., will give 
(25 ) 
s2 8.vi = - in • .  - l.b, 
1n . 3 
(26) 
or 
� 2 s -- = -
Similarly, the wei ht etfiei ey will b 
s2 
or 
w 
2Eq 
..§.._ 
2q 
2 
in .  - lb . 
l.b . 
(26' ) 
(27 ) 
{27' } 
Upon examining o :ulaa {26) d (26• ) , it is en the. t in 
ord r to opt . ize th am unt of energy sto ed in a ring rod under 
ten ion, it is· necessary t t th� spring b str ssed and elonga t d 
to the maximum limit the. t the design allows and also tho. t the 
terial elee ted a low odulu of e1asticity .  1 tions (26 ) 
and (27 ) show that the vo1 e end w ight ef'fici · cies f th spring 
rod are independ t of the ring d sions . 
It was ntioned earlier that this the i will not be com. lete 
unlo s it take into account 1 the facts p rtinent to the subj ect. 
On of the r ason why the a ring terials w r present d in  the 
fir t section i to et up criterion for comparin th bility of 
the t rials :Ln torlng energy. To illu trat , let it be · s ed 
that the differ nt s rin . m terials ve the shape or th olid 
s rin rod and are under ten il loads . Th volume e£:ficiency of 
the v rious m t rial may be ca.l.eulat d by using equation (26 ) and 
the tr at the roportional limit . This gi vea an ind x of the 
t ri t bility to absorb or stor energy without any pannanant 
di tortion. hi is call d th modulus of resili ce. This allows 
th dif'f · rent teri ls to be c .- pa.red rather iokly h n energy i 
th important factor . or e ple, th proportional l.imi t of ·�ee1 
is 30, 000 i, and it E is 30 x 106 psi; th r for , i -ts odulu of 
re ili c 1 1 to 
s2 - ==  ( 30, 000 )
2 
2 ( 30 ) (106) 
15 in, - lb. 
in. 3 
It sh d b  pha ized t t the resilience modu1u and th 
volume efficiency ar two dif'f erent concepts, and · houl.d not be 
confused ..  The volume effioienoy is a measure or the spring ability, 
due to its volum.e rather than to its material . 
not cur. 
In 
rin I 
- ,  
r � tio d -riVi_d tor a s rin rod in · ion 
to C a, a 
eJDcrun·t or - train 
. nd , will 
t spr ft, 
,in an 1a tic d ·n. ti 
in • 
cting throu� 
,. ill 
to occur, th dx rd,Et, and 
t of in rt · • Th· in ma.l. .train 
l 
dlJe - -I 
t :Ls a f\anc ot tl s 
along the • xi , and it is QY\j� to • h .. Th totsl train 
ra for the wb,ol.e beam length is twice as 11Ueb .u tor one-b&lt 
its 1 gth.. Substituting 
( 
2 � ,  
:x 
--
dx 
0 
Pigure 12 . .l aiaply supported nat spring and i te 
elastic cu.M'e . 
Figure 13 . Sinusoidal curves representing 
the defiection . 
4J 
h 
ting bet the limita O L- L. ..J'.J... yields 
2 
\J,... TJ "' 2
J 
2 
Hano , 
U =  in.  - 1 • 
Th nonn tr ss du to bending � a 51> = --....! • Since th 
(28 ) 
xi.mum tress occurs at 2 , h r the bending mom t i a xi.mum 
...l!- th ma 
2 , 
um bendin 
s = FLh ax. g I 
tr se bee e 
Th ub tituting the value of · as d tennined from thi 
rela ti and u ing I bh) in . 4 12 
u bhL 
9 
een from oqu t �  on (29 ), 
in 
. • 
t for 
tio (28 ) dll 
]. - Vo1 • 
giv 
· t r 
iv 
tr 
the vol of the s · ply su ortad spring is onl.y inth a 
(f)  
(29 ) 
s, 
ff oti,r as the volum of tl ring rod. This i du to the f et 
tba. t th · stres es ry ong h entire 1 gt of the spring"' 
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E· tion (29 ) could havo b n obtained by using equation (21}, 
U .l- KY2, and the def1ection at the mid ... span, y - FL3 , 1ithich 
2 /.;l EI 
is given by any civil or mechanical engineering handbook . 
Then by using the s ring rate 
(g) 
and by substituting the value of F from equation (f ), the following 
is obtain d 
2 = St, . x .  1 - Vol . 
2E 9 
which is seen to be the same as equation {2 . ) and (29 ) . 
In order t.o determine the volume .and the weight f'ficienoies 
of th simply sup orted £lat • pring, equation (29}  is substituted in 
formula (2,4.) and (25 ), to get 
1 2 8b �u. = 
9 2E 
in . • lb . 
:1.n) 
(29)  
and 
s2 
w == 
b max. 
9 2Eq 
(30) 
Equation ( 2 ) was develo ed with the as ption t the lo d 
is pp1ied t the mid-span ....k.. , and it doe . not hol.d when the 1 _  d 
2 
is at any othel' position . In order to find a general. e:x:pression for 
th energy, regard.lees of the point of application of the load F,, 
46 
Timo henko • 15 
In Fi e 13,. aa e that the lo d F is ap 1i d at any 
distance v to the right of the left up ort . The deflection at any' 
point x, m be represent d by a Fourier ine erie 
in 3 'il x -,.  • • • • 
n 1 
� in n c-q­
L 
(h) 
Any on 0£ th t given by erie (h) sati fi t.h known 
• boundary conditions of zero d nection t the au ort , and ro 
curvature Y' ' . The ma :) itud 0£ th variou co f'£icienta bi, b2, 
b.3 . • • d t rmin the sha of th sinusoida1 curve as ·ho in 
Figur 13 . By u erposing the first curve, which r pr aents t e 
fir t te in th serie , on t e a oond curve, which � r ent th 
second t rm, and so on, th deflection curve m y be obtained to any 
desired accuracy . Th w r don , e gi v n by tion ( e ), ay b 
xpr 
which i 
d in terms of tho diu of ou r £ th tic curve 
15s .  'imoshenko, .:.>trength g,t H@.t erl.al.s, Part II, pp . /4J.7-t.i9, 
D . Van No tra.rid Co . ,  Ino . ,  N iW' York, 19JO . 
y, ' 
d2z 
dx2 
� d
2
;v 
[1 • Ei-/] i dx2 
I 
H c 
J_ 
jL 
2 
� 
jL 
ui - dx 2 EI 
0 0 
By diff r tiat g ri (h) tt ic , the cu ture (Y• • ) i 
in 21'� 
s rin 
. . . .  
If' X 
L 
=· -
2 
- b2 t2 y j sin 2 7/x L 
0..0 
I bn ( n [} in n jlx L 
n = l. 
ion yi lds t s of t. o kinds, which, 
int :rrat ace rding to e tion ( a • ) in the int rval. 
0 �  � L,  bee me 
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{i ) 
( ' ) 
u E� j L [ � er t ain2 T lC + � (2 7 t ui2 2 fi x  + · · · · L 
c..-1 1 x: sin 2 <=ti x + ___ ] dx 
L J 
(e ' , ) 
and 
ince 
2 2 
b2 n r 
0 
r-
sin2 n \ \  x 
L 
r.---
2�1 ) � bnb 
) L 
in n )I x sin 
L 
for m -/:  n 
r 1 tion ( e 1 ' ) 
Thi 
0 
U = 1[4 I 
4 L
3 
n = l 
rgy i iv n in t rm.a of the 
d fl otion bn' ,, which oan b determined by ae 
is di . 1 c d an additional infinit aimal am runt . 
( t "  ) 
itu e of the 
hat the b 
ont s t t ju t one co fficient 'bn has incr ed in gni tud 
d that the n-th term of the series (h) become 
r.--:-
(bn + d�) ein n I \  X • The displ com mt at t e oint of applioatio 
of th lo , d'bn sin n 1r Y , mu1 tiplied by the load F in the direction 
L 
of th di C t, giv a the additional xtem 1 work done a 
dU = F db sin ( n Tl v) e n L 
and fr oquation ( e •  ' '  ), the incr enta.l change is 
49 
Fr th princi le of co servation of = dU , hence 
solvin for bi,. fro the 1 t two xp1· a sions results 
Subst · tuting this valu of bn in qu ti n (h)  d (e ' ' • ) re tiv u.y 
2 FL; 
I -2:.. sin nll v 
r----Y =  
1r4ir 
sin n \I x 
n4 L L 
n l 
and 
U n  F
2L' 
I 1 sin2 n 'Ii V ll 4 1 I  n4 L 
n = 1 
Exp sion (31 ) givo the d fl ction of any point in the 
spring, di t ce x fr, th su ort, c used by pl.yin 
CO C t l d at any point a di a V th st p ort . Wh 
(Jl ) 
(32 ) 
it i r find the displao . ent of the point whar t e load 
i b in ap li d, then ,, i equal to � ion ( 31 )  d ( 32 ) 
y e to contradict t e previous re ul ts-that is, U = .J:.. PY. 
2 
Ho ver, t i is not true, inca it is well to keep in ind that th 
train 
di plao 
d c t  of multiplying th 
t of th point of p ioation of the force in the 
dir etion of th force, by th verage value of the foroe at ths.t 
locality . Thi means that for calc ting the a train er the 
deneotion, as given by tion ( Jl ), must b detennin d for the 
C><!:> 
L 2 
( ) -x 0 
( ) 
'tt s� -1r 
cir 
* f.r(x) 
-JI 
r 
� L  - 1 1 -
L 
( 
� 
L 
L II 
. . .  J 
, , ) . .. .  ) 
i. t ) ,. ., • ) 
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inc the function r(x) is ev , 8.n and � are 
me dx 
0 = 7  
(n = 1, 2, J , • • ) 
By p lying P, re val' e tion16, which 
'\\ o.a 
1 dx a� I - - +  
4 (n = l, 2, :3 • • • ) 
'11 (2n - 1)2 
tes t · t 
(� + �) � [!(x)] 2 
n = 1 
-1\ 
th following is ob ined: 
I\ od 
2 s x2 dx ,. 
J[2 16 
I - + 1r 2 � 2 (2n - ·1)4 n = l. 
S plitying yi lde 
l 
n = l 
Addiso J ley 
ifth printing, July, 
l to 
C 
( ) .: 
e 
(14) . 
0 
l. 
2 . 
t tr in b 
f 
0 
w ting is re ult in t, 
occ t fi� of th b 
0 e 
-1 d 
in 
t 
0 
2 dJt 
. s of 
and w. 
t 
il V r rin 
l 
( ) 
l 0 
h 
to 
52 
(33) 
L 
Figu re 14 .  Denec tion o f  a na t cantilever spring . 
53  
h 
54 
Muiax. y 6 L bh:3 ) 
= bh:! 
(I  
I 12 
yi lde 
2 S£ max, bhL l (34) U ::r  . - Vol. 9 9 
..,U&I,....,...... rin thi r ult dth t t ob ined for im ly p -orted 
pring formul (29 ), it is t they ar ·. equiv; in, it 
i not t th vol is only one-ninth a ef ctiv in storing 
en rgy a a uniformly otr • ed s -ring, expr eion (23 } . 
relati 
xpr sion {34) oould bav be d rived by u ing th basic 
(21 ), U 1 T • Wh thi mothod is ue d, Y is th 
d fleotion of th point of p tication of the load, which is 
v 
EI 
, and the ring 
U a -1... FY ..J.... KI2  2 2 
t 
which i th aa quation ( 33 ).  
in. - lb. 
oth r u ful r 1 tion for det ining the tr in er or 
th d fl.action t any dicta.nee x fr the fix d end :y b d riv d 
by r re anting the d fl ction by a ouri r eri s (J ), ho t 
atisfy th bound ry conditions . 
r,,- �I I I = � (1 - oos 2 L ) + a:; (l ... cos l 2 L x ) + ; (1 
. . .  = L 
n - 1, 3, . . • 
008 i� � ) ♦ 2 L 
(J ) 
;; 
Th ta 0£ fo ula (J ) not only re ul. t in e. z ro d n otion 
at th fixed end x = O, but so in a slo of Y' - 0 t x O, and 
also a zero curv ture Y t ' = 0 at x = L (lever arm), inc th OJnent 
thor is z ro. Differ tinting (J ) twice and substituting in 
tormul ( e '  ) gives 
u EI ( :)  )
2 
dx a� r [ �l n e2;;12 cos�';t�r dx 
In sq ring this expre ion and int grating, terms of two kinds 
are obtained, ch s 
d 
The en rgy r lntion beoome 
U = 
n = l, 3 . . . .  
In order to detennine the coefficients 9n, which are the 
magnitudes of the deflections, the spring is given a small diaplao ent, 
thu o gin one te in eries (J ) from a (1 - co 
c77'"" II X:) to 
2L 
� 
( + <Uln) (1 - ooe n II X) . 2L 
a cau a the point, wh re th load 
is applied, to b di J.. o d an runoun t d9n (1 - oo n � L) = 2L 
�, (n = l, 3, • • •  ) • o wor done through this infinitesimal 
di p c nt will b Fd • Fr th above energy re tion, the 
increase in ergy will be 
dU = au � 
a 
qu ting this to Fd.8zi, d aim J.ifyin 
8n = J2 p�J 
I '"Tr4n 4 
Introducing this v u of 8:t'l in ro a (J )# 
r tl tion iv 
a.a 
Y =  J2 FL) I 1 [1 - co I '7T' 4 (2n - 1)4 
l 
and 
u 
n c:s l 
d in th rgy 
{2n - l} Ti x] 
2L 
1 
arli r, the sum of the conv rgent s "'des was calculated to be 
(35 )  
(36) 
1\
4 
= 
96 
en thi s i u  
1 
n = l 
(2n - l. )4 
tion (36 }, th e r ult a.s 
(33 )  \4ill be obtained. R L tion (.35 )  is v ry useful for 
finding th deflection or a cantil ver fl t  spring anywh re along 
th pan. 
To c lculate the efficiency of the fl. t cantil v r spring, 
r 1 tions {24) d (25 ) r us d, r peotively, to g t 
57 
u l -
= 
s2 bmax. in, - +b, 
in. J 
(37 ) 
9 2 
t1 1 2 
w - =  9 
in, ... lb, 
Th imply u ported fiat springs and th oantilever typ 
ar • in ff'ioient in their oa aci ty to store Thi is so 
(38 ) 
b cause th terial is not used efficiently in oh mann r a to 
hav oon tant stre a throughout th length. Therefor , in ord r to 
inoreas the s rin £fioienoy in storing on gy, aith r the b ding 
moment hould b c t constant on the nt · re 1 gth with the 
pring dimen i k t con ta t, or the bending oment should b a 
riabl with the spring d. eneions v. eying in uch a. - y  as to keep 
th ximum bending tre sea oonatant. 
5 
e o e of a oa.ntil ver prin 'Wi rying cros ctional 
ar shall b t . ASt3UDlte that the cantilever p · ' a 
eros a ctionel ar to b reotan r and that it is r quired to 
de ign constant stren th spring . Apolying th fundamental. 
equation for b ding tr ss, = A. , and since 't.he b 
I 
has to 
str th alon th entire 1 gth, it follows that 
in which th 
¾ = ·- =  
6 Fx = Const . ,  
bh2 
ction odulua Z h 
2 
, where b and 
h re th widt_ and h ight of the rectangular oros . section at a 
di . e x fro th load. If' the rin i requir d to have 
cons t width b, and vari. ble height th n equating the otr 
at any cros -s tion, "iv by rel tion (K), to that at the fix 
d of th prin >, wh r th h ight is h0, and wh re th maxim 
moment i FL, 
th 
6 FL -Con t . 
bh2 
0 
in which c a, th s ring de th varie paro.bolica.J..ly from the ree 
d, as oho'Wll in Figur 15a. 
(K) 
(L) 
Pi rabolic spring. 
To find the ount of energy that thi spring can store, 
tion ( e ) is used 
u = ..L r 2 E 
ti- 1 
- dx = -
I 2 E r F2x2 4 F2L3 dx = I E bh,3 0 
in hich the rectan ar mo ent of inertia I is a vari b1 and is 
3 
bh3 X 2 
59 
(39)  
equal to --0--- ; s e 
3 
ation (L) . Substituting the value of 
12 L 2 
the stre s S0 = 6 FL 
b� 
U =  
at the fixed end in formal (39 )  gives 
(40 )  
Since the vol V of the parabolic spring is equal to ; bh0L, the 
sprin vol ef ioiency bee es 
u l v = - = -
3 
and th ight ffieiency is 
u l 
w = -
J 
s2 
(41)  
2 
s� 
(42) 
2 Eq 
60 
rin,g the ffiei bolio r , qua tiono (41) and 
prin equation (37 ) and ( ), 
it is th.at by va.171,ng th d th, th ffJ.oieney of the · rabolic 
nng will be thre . time a mu.oh 
r . ring" The ability f th bolic s ring in torin 
is much bett r than that of th rectangular typ • 
T£1engµl.ar spring. 
Instead 0£ varying th depth of a spring the width could be 
ri d .  S ttin the stre • ; as givM by e ·tion (k), qu l to that 
t the fixed nd, wh r th · width is b0 and the hei ht H is constant, 
igur 15b, 
d ol 
uni.form 
for b 
thi , it is se t in order to ba:v a spring 0£ 
th and oonetant d t it i nee s ary t t the width 
ri in et� i ht lin , forming w dg lB. ed pri.ng ·thich tap rs 
unifo ly to z ro width t th point o p lioa.tion of th load . 
Th , erg eap city of this triangular t o a pring y 
be d t in by using the basio quation ( ) , kee ing in mind tha \ 
th· m ent. of in rtia is a variable, to obtain 
( a ) (b ) 
L 
Figure 15 . Parabolic and triangular springs . 
L 
b 
l" 
Figure 16 . A leaf spring . 
61. 
U :e l
s 2E 
0 
in which 
L 
�.· .,_2 
S
L 
- dx = -
I 21 
Xb 
! = ,. g 
0 
· -
12 
- dx = 
Since the bending str ss at the fixed end i,s S
0 
= 
formula {43 } beeomes 
U c 
2 
So b0 hL 
12 E 
62 
in ., - lb . (43 ) 
4 in . . . ..  
(44) 
The volum·e of the triangular -s ring is V = + bghL, and henee, its 
volume d weight efficiencies are 
ev 1 8
\1
= - =  -
q 3 2 Eq 
i;Q, . """ lb, 
. in . ) 
in. - lb ., 
l.h . 
(45 )  
(46) 
in; it is .no.ted tb t the efficiency of the triangttla.r 
spring is three times s large as the rectangular spring . Thi . is 
due to the constant stress, md that the parabolie and the 'h:ri8%'lgular 
springs can sto·re the same amount of en.ergy. 
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The deflection at the free end 0£ aith r the parabolic or the 
trlangul.Ar sprin.?s can be found by using Castiglia.no;' s theorem, ,mi.ch 
tates that the displae ent 1n an. elastic body may be found by 
taking the partial derl tiv·e or the strain en rgy with re·apect to 
the :force causing that displacement. H·enoe, trom expression ( 39 ), 
the d flection of the p •rabolio spring is 
oU 
3 
? :.u  S FL - =  
Ebhj 
= 
oF 
0 
and the spring rate will be 
y 2 
EI 0 
2 FL) 
J Eio 
in. 
Similarly, the •deflection of the triangular spring ueing equation 
4J ) is 
au 6 Ft3 
Y =  ............... = 
Eb� 
l 
= 
r1.? 
:tu.· (m ) 
aF 2 EI0 
and the spring re. t,e becom.&s 
K =  (n ) 
tear spring, 
Another typ o.f a oons·t.a.nt strength spring is the leaf sprin 
wltloh can be made by outting the triangular spring :int.o equal •id.th 
strip.a, so as to form the spring shovm. in Figure 16. 
Ignoring friction b tween th leave� , d tre s-coneentr tion 
ff ct , and assumin t t the width b0 of the trian ar s ring ie 
cut in sueh a manner that b0 = Nb, where N is the numb r of leaves, 
th th def1 c tion and a ring rat s, as calc ted- fr equ tions 
(m ) and (n}, � ectively, will be 
Y =  
and the tress at the fixed end beco e 
in . 
lb. 
in . 
p i  
'I'h train energy and the volum ff"ioiency of  the 1 f" pring 
will b 
tJ = 
8v 
...l... FY 
l s
2 
0 
2 
12 E 
in ,  - lb . 
in. - 1.b . 
in • .3 
In practical ap lioation, the constant strength springs, 
di cussed abov , hould be modified n r th fr· e d becaus the 
{47 )  
(48 } 
65 
load the will er t sh ring tress s of infinit . magnj_tude, due 
to the s 11 tip 
17 
r a . 
rg;- ca city of the simp1y au ported and the cantilever 
sprin s in  the preceding discussion was d te ined 9y considering 
only the £feet du to th b n ing stresses and neglecting the ££ect 
du to h r stresses . Thi a proach is juetifiabl becau the 
tr in energy du to she r i very a 11 o ared to that due to 
bending . To show this, the str in ener y due to sh r in the 
rectan lar typ · cantilever s ring shall be c�nsidered . 
rgy due to he r . 
The sh ring str, in � o used by o. 1oad F on a cantilever 
in which .. a.x. 
otional r , 
s 3 --;;,;.;;;.; .... x--._ = -
2 
- =  
AG 
3 
2 
is th m :um shearing s tree a, 
d G i the she ring modulus, 
th d fleotion du to sh r i 
y -y L =  ....L 
2 bhG 
bhG 
is the cro 
Figur 14. ince 
For pring ction--Whioh Ca.ntil ver is Best? " 
Vol . 29, pp . 3- 7, February 17, 195 • 
J8 S .  Timo henk:o, Strength 2f Mat rials, Part I, p . 30 , D . 
Van Hostra.nd Co . ,  Inc ., New York, 1930 . 
th n th t in  rgy du to shear will b 
u = ...L 
2 
This erg:r of h ar, wh added to th energy due to b ding, 
66 
(49 ) 
fo u1a Cn ), will r sult in the to l ount of: en rgy t t can b 
stor d . 
( 50 )  
rom eq tion ( 50 ), i t  is noted that th incr se in en rgy, 
du t ah r, is n gligible sine in actual springs, the length-to-
d pth r ·tio is much gr ter t unity . In order to qua.lize the 
en rgy of shear to t t of bending, it is neoes ry that 
_l,_ 
4 
r2L 
bhO 
d e  plifying 
which shows that a metallic structure of thi , d pth is f'ar r 
being a pring . 
Reotangµlar pring. 
r otan 
Ir a bending moment Mi_ is a Cl.ied at th fre 
r cantilever s rin a con tant stress al.on th tire 
l gt L i  caua d, · i re 17a, 
d2l dx " _
( 
� dx =  f\L 
I EI 
rad . 
0 
in which th oment at any section x is a constant Mi. Hence, the 
wor done on the ring is 
67 
(p ) 
in . - lb . (51 )  
Sine th 
equal to S 
a · :um tres occurs t tbe outer fibers + ..lL ,. and is 
- 2 
---.. .... , expression ( 51 )  b c • es 
bh 
U =  
2 s ax. 1 - bhL = 
s2 ax . 1 - Vol. (52 )  
2 E 2 E 
The vo1ume f£iciQncy will be 
e = 
V 
s2 ax. 
2 E 
vhich i equiv ent to that of the. last th e 
ip. - "2.&.. 
in . 3 
(53 } 
rings . Th ee r sult 
indio te thn t the aximum efficiency obtainabl with any ty-p of 
straight aprtngs under bending is on third of tha. t ob inable with 
a $pring rod un�er t nsion , 
( a ) 
------------
__ ...,_ X 
Figure 17 . A cantilever spring with a cons tant 
bending moment . 
Figure lS . A h  lical torsion spring. 
f ..n 
h 
d 
The spring rate of the pr ceding spring will be 
K EI 
Round Wir Cantil ver Springs 
Concentrated lo d f1 
in, - lb,. 
rad . 
Suppose ·tha t tho spring of Figure 14 is made of round wire, 
diam ·ter d, instead of the rectangular . Then th strain energy,. 
eoording to formula, ( 33 )  is 
(r) 
F2LJ S
2 
u = --- = -====-�- in . - lb. (54) 
6 EI 2 E 12 
in which the maximum no al stroee Sbma.x., due to bending• is 
I 
Therefore, the vol:wne e££icienoy 
U 1 
e = - = 
V 
V 12 
and the vo1 
s2 bmu. 
2 E 
V =  
in. - lb. 
in. ) 
i leas than th etfioiency of the reotan ar typ . 
Assume that a cantilever spring of round wire, diameter a:, 
(55 )  
is under the action of a. oenste.nt moment M_i, Figure 17b .  The energy 
u 
• 
f t  d 
,ot 
r;r-
.. 4 4 
• 
ti , d 
r • 
(5:3)  
t 
. - • 
d ( 57), t 
ci 
1 r .  
70 
(%) 
(S-,) 
In Fi re 18, th s ring shown is under the action of tho 
bendin oment F where A is the lever arm extending from the 
spring a.xi to the point of applioation of the load F. 
71 
Ignoring any stress concentration effects due to curvature 
or coiling, the torsion s ring can be consider d as st ight b r 
under the otion of a constant moment FA. Therefore, the relations 
d rived in the previou sections apply . rom quation (p ), it is 
en that the angular d fleetion � is 
M FA J
1rDN 
I a.x = I dx ==  
0 0 
(FA) 1T DN 
EI 
rad. 
in which th active 1 gth of th s ring is L = 7 DN, where D ie 
the m coil di eter and 11 is the ·· numb r of coils . 
( 58 ) 
Th at in en rgy, due to the be ding or torsion springs, i 
th ame a that given by formula (51 )  
U = 1 K/J2 = l 
2 
2 
a..L 1 -- = -
EI 2 
in .  - 1b . (59 ) 
where th constant mome t , is qua.l to (F , and L = 'II DN . Th 
spring rat of th torsion pring, - a giv by (r)  i 
in . - lb . 
rad. 
(60 ) 
Equation (58 ), ( 59 ), and (60) are the basic relations, which shall 
b used in discuusi. g the different tyPe of torsion springs . 
72 
Round 
If the torsion spring of Figur 18 is made of ro\llld wire with 
a diameter d, the angul r defl ction using £ormu.la ( 5 ) will be 
j$ = (FA) 11 DN = 64 {F. ¾ DN 
I E d  
rad. 
in which the rectangular mom t of inertia of the round wire is 
I =  1t d4 in .4 . From equation ( 60 ) the spring rate becomes 
64. 
K - I E d
4 
- = ---
L _ 64 dn 
in. - lb, 
d .  
Therefor , the strain ergy of a round-wi.re torsion spring ia 
s ax. 
2 32 (F )2 DN U =  ..L f\0 =  
2 Ed.4 
in. - 1b. 
ubstituting the value of th maximum normal tr Q 
- =  (FA) ( +) 
( Tt64i- ) 
in equation ( 63 ) 
in. - lb . 
2 
Dividing this by- the volume V = 1'\ d L = 
4 
the volume effioi moy 
.l 
4 
s2 bm.a.x. 
2 E 
in. - lb . 
in . 3 
which is the sam as the round cantilever spring, eqw: tion (57 ) .  
(61) 
(62 )  
(63 ) 
(64) 
gives 
(6; ) 
Rectangu1 !'-bar torsion spring 
If the torsion spring ha. a reeta.n nr cross-section of 
radial d pth and width b, in th axial direction then the 
angular d fleotion /J due to the m ent F will b found by u ing 
r 1ation ( 5  ) as, 
in whioh I =  
will b 
/J = (F ) 'I\ DN = 12(FA) '11 D 
EI E bh) 
rad. 
4 in • •  By u ing equation ( 60 ), th spring rate 
EI EbhJ K = - = ----
L 12 1r DN 
in, - 1b, 
rad . 
and the st in energy of a reeta.ngular-bar tor ion s ring is 
u = ...!_ K,02 = 6(F )2 11 DN 
2 Ebh:3 
in .  - 1b , 
73 
(66) 
(67 ) 
(68)  
Sino the x1m:um s tre , du to th b ding mo t F i h t + ­- 2 , 
it will b qua). to 
and by substituting th 
8 
lue o (FA) 
s2 'fr DN bh u = bmax, 
6 E  
psi 
erma of ax. qua. tion 
(69) 
74 
Th volum of th spring is V = L = (bh} ( 11 DN) , th r 
for , th pring volum.o ef"f'ioiency in storing m ohanioal n rgy will 
b 
�-
2 E 
in. -_ lb . 
- in .3 
(70 ) 
gain, it s evident that th r ctangular t e pring ha.a a 
gre t r fficienoy in torin en rgy than th round typ • Thia is 
du to the £act tha. t in th rectangular cro - ection, ore terial 
is ubj cted to the p c str se • 
lat piral Springs 
A fl t  spi 1 ring oan b consider s a bin and 1on 
pring, und r th otio of bending mom nt which tr s s the o tar 
fibers in tension. 
itz. 
In thi tYPe of spiral ring, the inn r end B i fixed to 
an r or at O, w ch is d r the action 0£ an xt rnal mom t :1. .  
Th o th  r xtr i ty ia fix d;  th ref or , the tan ent to the ourv 
trained from ro · tion, aa shown in gur 19a . This 
t-up C U  the iral spring to b l d with a cons t bending 
t ng it entir 1 gth, since the only r ction at th 
fix d i mom t oppo it equal to M1 • 
19 ch turn 0£ and 
19J .  A .  Van Den Br ek, stio Energy: Th orz, pp . l 6-196, 
John Willey d So s, Inc . , .:, oond d. ,  Sixth Printing, June, J.953 . 
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y X 
X 
( b )  
Figure 19 . Fixed and pinned spiral springs . 
th arbor s tha. t one loo is being added to t 1 spring . In 
76 
order to det in the angul r d f1ection /J of the pring, which is 
equivalent to the angular rotation of the rbor, equation (p ) is 
us d 
� .. r 
Mi - ·ds = 
J: 
rad, 
in which the inte ration is done along t.he entire 1 gth L 0£ the 
pring. If the · ring has a rectan r ero a-sectional ar of 
width b, end thiokne h, ent 0£ inertia I will be �
3 
and formula (71) beoo es 
The number of turns T of th rb r will b 
T :::  
2 7r 
The piral ring rate will b 
K =  - EI 
and the st in en rgy i 
u = 2:.. � .. ..:.. K,02,. .!.. Mit 
2 2 2 t I 
rad. 
r rv. 
in .  - lb. 
rad. 
in . - lb . 
(71 ) 
(72 ) 
(73 ) 
(74) 
{75 )  
U ing the value of I as above and substituting the value of the 
MY 6 Mot 'maximum banding atres Sbmax. = -
1
._ : = :;i. in equation (75 ) bh2 
yields 
s2 bh L 
U = _bn_. _a_,r_. __ _ 
6 E  
In. - lb. 
77 
(76 ) 
Dividing by the volume of the spring V = bh L in. 3, the efficiency 
of the . flat spiral spring is 
Pinned outer end. 
1 
) 
s2 bmax. 
2 E  
in .  - lb, 
in . 3 
(77 ) 
In this case, the spring is loaded by the ext rnal moment Mi, 
whieh is appli d at the arbor where the inn r d B is attached. 
Th out r end A is upported by a pin . The m ent is balanced by 
the induced horizontal. reaction F at the pin , end by the r ction 
at the axis of the spindle O . The external bending moment , in 
-c.hie case, is  equal to 
FR 
in which R is the radius from O to  A. 
The bending moment, at any distance x from the Y-axis, is 
tangent to the spiral at A and ia equal to FX. Than, by using 
equation (e '  ), the stored energy in a small element of -the spring 
de i 
U = ...L 
2 
j L J<' -?, jL 
- de = ---
·I 2 EI 
0 0 
wh r th integral lL x2ds is t.he mo ant of inertia of the 'total 
. 0 
1 gth of the a iral L about the Y-axis . In order to oval te this 
integral, the spring is assumed to be clos ly .wound in such a manner 
that the s c betw n the adjacent coils is v ry smaJ J . The piral 
spring can b considered as o. circular area., whose mo ent of inertia 
about th Y-axis is found by ap J.ying the parallel-a.xi theor 
� 271 ( R 
1yy = !
0 . g . + A if' =_) j 
0 0 
) ( "' )
2 --- 2 R2 ( cd de o ooa p + ' I l R • 
� � 
Sine the ent of in rtia of the a.r 2 is qua1 to Iyy - A m , 
wher A is the ar a and m is the � dius of ration of th ar about 
2 th y-y a.xis, then 
The moment or inertia 0£ the l. gth of the s ir: 1 L is the 
2 product of the radius of gyration squared, m , and the total le th 
L, which w s ssumed to form the circular area, hence 
The energy eq tion for the inned s ira.1 becomes 
Since 
5 F2a2t U = -
8 EI 
= F R, then 
in .  - lb. 
in .  - lb . 
79 
(7 ) 
(79 ) 
By ap J..ying Casti liano t e theorem, the angular deflection /J, 
caused by th xtemal oment M1, is found by king the partial 
d ri tive of equ tion (79 ) with respect to 
l. 4 EI 
The number 0£ turns T of the arbor will be 
The spring te K is 
K =  - =  4 I 
5 L 
rad. 
rev. 
in. - 1b. 
r d. 
( 0 )  
( 1 )  
(82 ) 
0 
C p ring equation (75 ) and {79 ) d ign r:in th controlling 
str ror a oment, it ia se for th s e ount of 
xternal. mom t 41, the pinn d spiral prin is ca ble of toring 
more energy than the clamped type . 
Since the a.xi.mum str a reached die te the maximum amount . 
of energy t t o  be tor d, t e ma.xi.mum tre sho d be c sidered. 
1'\nax. 2 F at c in i re 19b . The maximum nonnal atre a, due to 
th bending, i 
l\iax.Y 
¾max. = ----
{2 R)  t 
bhj 
= 
12 
bh2 
psi 
The maximum energy that can b tor d in th pinned pire1 
i det in d  by using fo ula (79 ) 
2. 
U � ( s � bh2 ) E� = ; 
'r.he vol f'ficiency of this spring will b 
v = 
s2 b 
2 E  
. - lb. { 3 ) 
in, - lb. 
in . 3 
( 4) 
Comparing thi with the ef£iciency of the clamped spiral, 
quation (77 ), it is vi.dent that the amount of energy that can be 
tored in th latter type is about thre and-one-half time reater 
than the pinn type. This is du to the fact that UlQ..i�·.il.lum treas 
is th control ing £actor . 
Curved Springs and Rings 
1 
In the following analysis of curved springs, the oross,... 
seetional dimensions of the spring are a.ssum d to be ama11 in, 
comparison with the radius of aurw. tur • Thu , the work don by the 
external 1oade, as a re ult of a bending moment, •.ill be considered; 
and the work du to any normal or ah r loads ahaJ..l be i ored . If 
the depth is assumed to b small, th the normal. bending stresses 
can b as um d to b linearly distributed. 
The n xure £ormula. f'or str ight bars, S = I 
, can be 
20 used . Thi assumption also m s tba t £or determining the energy 
toring oapaoity of curved e rings - qu tion, (e ' ) can be us d with 
good accuracy. 
Curved cantilever springs . 
To determine the ergy eapaci ty of a semicircular aantilev r 
s ring, loaded with a £ore e F at the fre end, Figura 20a, equation 
( e' ) is used 
u == 1 
2 
0 
20s .  Iimoshenko, 0 • £!1., B rt II, PP � 426-439 . 
(85 ) 
in which d is t e len th of the tl. ent and it is equal to R da, 
wher R is the radius of curvatur • 
Th b ding mom t M, at any croes-aeotion a degrees from 
the horizontal, as ca.used by the 1oad F at the free end is 
� F R (l - oo a )  
and the energy relation bee e 
u -
l 
2 I 
0 
2 
in.  - 1b. ( 6 )  
r':"-:---
in which d = R da, and O -s  a � I I  • 
By a lyin Ca tigliano ' a �eor , the displae ent of the 
point of p lioation or the lo d in the direction of the load will 
be 
Y = L = 3 r,;- F 3 
The spring rn te i , 
2 EI 
in. { 7 )  
1b. 
r;:-
Sine the maximum bending mo ent, Mmax. = 2 FR, occurs at the fix ·d 
d a - '1r I then the maximum str ss contro11ing the amount of 
en rgy that can be stor d will b 
Th 
F R  
2 ax. _bh_ 
p i  
Wh this ie substitut d in formula. ( 6), th strain · ergy bee s 
U =  
2 3anax. --- bh /1  R in . - l.b . 
To get the n rgy ca ei ty per unit vol , qua tion ( ) is 
divided by th volume, V - (bh L) = bh 'Tr-" R 
u 1 s2 in .  - 1b, 
v = _ =r  
bmax. 
in.3 V 2 
( ) 
(89) 
ioircul r fiat spring, whose height i muoh s ll r 
than the radiu of curvature, is loaded by a v  rtioal lo d F applied 
t th v rtical a.xis of symm try, and is pinn a.t it xtr iti , 
Figur 20b . c use of ymmetry, only on q drant of the pring is 
eon ider d, wit1 th horizontal r · ction N b ,ing tatioally 
indete:nnina.t . 
For any cross-a  ,.,ction at an angle a with th horizontal; th 
bending moment M is 
M = L R  (l - cos a) - sin 
2 
(a ) 
y I Y 
Li, 
r:�R 
(a ) 
� �  Y I 
y -h � 
y 
' 
t 
(b ) I½_
= 
2 
Figure 20 . Fixed and pinned curved springs . 
y 
l_
F
� - - - x  
2 
1 1 
a 
+ 
I 
(b ) 
, .--- 1 
Figure 21 .  Curved springs . 
F 
R2 
z _ 
2 
T find th ener ca city, tion ( 5 ) i applied and the total 
t " in argy of th prin will b 
U = 2 
0 
2 
--- R d.a =  
2 EI 
1 
EI 
0 
However, the horizon 1 reaction N is unknown, a.nd should be 
d tennin d in order to use th above b nding ent tion in th 
n rgy f'onnul.a. The r otion_ N is .found by using Caatigliano• s 
th or , and by tho £act t t the horizontal di lac nt at the pins 
i zero . T ing th rtial deri va. ti v of he t in en rgy w1 th 
r peet to the r ction , and a ttin it equal to z ro 
·-11 
2 R �T 
M - da 
in which 
0 =  au 
I l 
0 
2 R3 F �f� = - - - (1 - oos a )  -EI 2 
0 
sin � sin da 
dU dU - =  and - = - R sin a 
Integrat g the bove re tion in which E, I and R re oon � t, 
give 
[ . �-f 
F ·2 1 
4 (1 - cos a )  - 2 (a - 2 sin 2 a )  = 0 
0 
This re c to 
Substituting in e bending mo ent quation 
M = � R {l - cos a )  - -- R in a � 
� 
U in thi with the a ve orgy rel tion yi ld 
in a +.!:.. sin 2 ) 
4 
� 
2 'Tr (l - co )2 + 2 (a - f sin 2 ] T 
0 
whioh reduc s to 
2n3 U ::  -------
16 tT EI 
r 112 _ 8 1T' _ 4 J in. - 1b. 
6 
(90 ) 
• ) 
• 
'If - 2 ), 
1r t ) 
Th spring volume i"ficienoy is 
2 8bmax. 
2 E 
in. - J.b . 
in.3 
Som more curved s rings are shown in Figure 21 . They a.re 
a surned to be thin and with a rectangular cross-section . 
(93 ) 
In the qu rter of a circle spring or Figure 21 the bending 
m t f6r any section, at an angle a with th vertical, is 
M = 'FR sin a; for O � a � 
The energy equation becomes 
'II 
, �2 2 - '7f P
2R3 
U = -=- (FR sin a) R d - -- --- - -
2 EI EI 
0 
in .  - l.b . (94) 
The vertica1 displac ent ot the oint of app1ication of the load i · 
Y =  dU - =  in . (95 ) 
Th maxim bending moment, f4max. = FR, occur:" at the f"ixed end and 
the re ul ting maximum normal stress will b 
s = bm.a.x. 
Mxnax. Y 
I 
(FR) 2 = 
u�' ) 
psi 
Substituting the l.ue of the moment FR in te s of the stress in 
for.mul (94) ives 
9 
1'/ Rbh 
2 
in . - lb. (96} 
The volume efficiency of this type of a · ring is 
8 -V 
2 
bmax. 
2 E 
in, - lb. 
in . J 
Thi · f o:rmula shows that this t , e of a curved .. ring has a 
better ability for absorbing energy than the previously discussed 
eurved s tings . 
In dete ining the en rgy capacity of the spring shown in 
(97 )  
Fi re 21b, only the top half of the spring needs to b e  considered. 
The bending oment at a:ny section in the horizontal art is 
M = FX; for O � x L.. L 
and for the curved art 
= F ( L + R �in a ) ;  for O L a L. 
Th to 1 strain energy will be the 
2 
of th nergy in the 
horizon 1 and the curved parts . Becaus of s etry, the energy 
in the bottom half of  the spring is the s e as the . top half, hence 
L 
U = 2 
0 
F
2 
= -
EI 
2 
(FX) dx + 
2 I 2 I 
0 
r 
2 a - 2 LR co a 
. )2 w a .  R d.a  
Upon furth r implification, this b c es 
U !: r� + !_ (2 L2 'II +  'ii R2 + 8 )] 
I L3 4 
in .  - lb . 
Th total dis o ent in th dire tion of t load will be 
3bmax = 6 F (L. + R)  • 
bh2 
and r tion (9 ) bee 
U = bmax. bh &_. + .!.. (2 L2 II + 'if R + s
2 
f
3 2 
3 E (L + R)2 3 
4 
p i  
(98 ) 
(99 ) 
(100) 
91 
The vol: efficiency of thi pring may be determined by dividing 
tion (100 ) by the vo1ume, V : bh (L + ' R ) 2 .  
Ring ' 
The circular split ring ( snap ring} shown in Figure 22 is 
loaded with a horizontal force F. It is assumed that the . ring 
thickn es i very small in oompari · on with th radius R. Due to 
ymmetry, only half the ring is considered. 
The bending mo ent q tion for thi ty-pe of loading ie 
M = FR (1 - cos a)  
The total elastic energy stor d in the ring will be 
'7f 
u = 2 J [FR (1 - oos a ) ] 
2 
R da .. 
3 'lf" r2 3 
2 EI 2 EI 
in . ... lb .: (101) 
The def'l.ection of the oints ot application of the l de will be 
in .  (102) 
Du to this typ or 1o din , th maximum b ing ent will b t 
= 11 and is equal to 2 FR . The normal stre duo to bending i 
( 2  FR) � 
8bmax. = � 
(�  ) 
and 
S . bh2 
FR = _bma_._:,r..,� --
Figure 22 . A snap ring spring . 
Figure 2 3 . A helical spring W1der a cons tant 
bending moment . 
92 
9) 
in w ich h i th r dial dim.en ion and is th axial dim sion . 
ubstitutin th valu of (F ), a above, in r lation (101) yields 
1 U = -
s,.2 
-oma.x. bh 'fl R 
2 E 
from which th volume efficiency is found to be 
l 
9v = -
8
2 
bmax. 
2 E  
in . - lb .  
in .  - lb, 
in. 3 
Helical Springs ith a Bending Moment 
(103) 
(104) 
If a bending mo ent is applied to a closely coiled he1ica.l 
spring, then the spring may be consider d as a straight b r and the 
ergy re1a.tiona d rived in th previous s etion be used . 
Figur 23 hows a he1ical · pring ubjected to constant bendin 
m ent M1, whioh lies in lane or the spring axis . T:1.en the 
angular deflection � is given by equation ( ) as 
I> =  1:lL Mi. '7T DN 
EI EI 
The eprin rate will be 
K M EI - = tt DN 
rad . 
in .  - lb, 
rad. 
(p• ) 
(r' ) 
in which L = r"if DN, where D is th spring mean diameter and N is th 
number of coils . The strain energy is determined from equation ( 51) 
as 
u l Mit l Mf 11 DN - = -
2 EI 2 EI 
94 
in. lb . ( 51' ) 
By using the proper value fo r th moment of in rti I, e tions 
(p' ), (r•  ), and ( 51 ) can b used for prings with diff rant cross­
sectional ha s . 
ent, 
I t_ e spring , of Figure 23 is de of round wire ith diameter 
d, then th a.ngul r defieotion of the free end a.a given by formula 
(p' ) beoo a 
Mi ti DN fJ = -----' = EI rad . (105 ) 
in which I =  'II d4 64 in .  
4. To dete in the spring tiffn ss K, 
qu.ation ( r' ) i us 
d4 
K ::s ---64 DN 
in . - lb, 
rad . 
(106) 
When I 
will be 
i sub titut in fomu.l.a ( 51' ), the train energy 
1 � '71 D u - ---- = ---
2 EI 
in .  - lb . 
Th maximum normal sti· es due to bending 0£ a. cantilever i 
(107 )  
and 
NJ. (+) s = --- = bmax, � 1r
64 o.4 ) 
pei 
Usin thi.s va1u of the moment in equation (107 ) and implifying 
yi lds 
U =  
2 
l 5bmax. 
4 2 E 
The energy capacity er unit volume is given as 
u 1 8�. == - = ..... 
V V 4 2 E-
in .  - 1b .  
in, - . lb, 
1n . :3 
9; 
(108 ) 
(109) 
It is seen that this type of a spring is one-fourth as efficient in 
storing energ_y as the straight rod in tension. 
Rectangular wire., 
If the helical spring of Figure 2.3 has a r ctangu.lar oro s­
aeotion of width b and height h, then th m ent of inertia is (ll1al 
bh) to I 
= 12 
• The angular defieotion, tion (p' ), becomes 
fJ = 12 1, M1DN 
E bhJ 
rad. (no) 
Fr r ti n (r' ), the spring rat or stiffn as is 
K =  in. - lb . 
rad , 
96 
(lll )  
and the meohanioal ergy that can be stored, as giv by formula 
( 51 ' ) , b com s 
U' = in . - lb . (112 ) 
Sinoe th maximum strees is the factor that detennin e the ount of 
energy th.at can be stored in ·an e1a tic m ber, it beo e n ces ary 
to find the energy equation in terms of the stre s .. The maxim.um 
tr s i 
5anax. = 
Henc , equation (ll2 ) r duces to 
1 u - -
2 sbma.x. 
2 E 
(bh JI DN) 
p i  
in . - 1b . (113) 
Dividing this by the volume, V =  bh I\ D ,  gi e the volume £fi-
ci oy 
l in . -. lb, e a - = -
V V 3 2 E in. 3 
Again, it is evident tba t the rectangu,lal'-mr helical spring is 
better energy absorber than the helical spring of round wire. 
(114) 
rgy of Straight S rin Rod in Sh 
traight ring rod is bjeoted o t sh ring r re F, 
as shown in Figur '-4,, If tll 1 ft ide of t e spring bar is 
e. sum to be iX! d, then the wo one by the force F, at the right 
id in deforming the rod a distanc y, i 
in,  - lb . (21• ) 
Thi ext ma.l work i tor in th prin in th form r tio · 
t in rgy which is r coverable If the pring at rial follows 
Hook ' s law, th the sh rin train -2( will b 
.L 
L 
- :s -o AG rad. ( ) 
h r  S i t h ring tre a, ctional ar , and 
G i th odu1ua 0£ ri idity. By using th r lation , given in 
quation ( ) ,  £ormul (21 1 ) y be written s 
0 
or 
u 
1 Gy2 U - -
2 L 
( inc y 
( inc 
( :ince 
� )  AG in .  - lb. (ll5 ) 
(a ) 
------ --r 
�--� • F  
-- - - I ---- -----_J 
.,_____F L ---..... �
Figure 24. A spring rod in �hear .  
2 '11  C 
----
(b ) 
Figure 25 . Torsion bar springs . 
s 
mnax. 
Any' on of the relations given in (US ) may be used to 
dete in th · train ergy in thia type of a spring. 21 
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The amount o:t shearing strain energy, which can. be stored in 
a unit volum of the spring b r i 
in :3 ii· 
or 
(116) 
or 
The lations are similar to tha3 obtained tor the spring 
rod in ·tension. Thie type of a sp:r_µ,.g in sh ar shall be oonsidered. 
ae an ideal spring, and the third r lation given in equation (ll6) 
hould be aimed for in designing springs £or hear loading. 
The weight etficienoy may be obtained from th volume effi­
ciency, given by quation (25 ); 
u u 
e = - =  - = w W qV 
in which q ia the density or th 
52 
2 0(). 
in.  • lb . 
lb. 
(ll7 ) 
t ri , Fr the third relation 
given in equation · {ll5 ), the fo1lowing is obtained 
21..s:. W .. Maier, "Springs That Store Energy the Best, "  ftgduot 
;._��eerinjv Vol . 29, pp. 7l.-7S, Novemb r 10, 19§8 . 
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s2 
dlJ =- -- dV 
2 0  
(ll8) 
in which dV is the volume of an infinit �imal. element of the straight 
. d22 ring r • 
Torsion Bar Spring 
Solid circular torsion bar springs, 
A circul r torsion bar sprin ot diam ter d is subj ected. to 
a constant t listing torque T,. hown in Figur 25a.. 
To d tennine the energy absorbed by the torsion bar sprin 
qu tion (11 ) is appli d 
U :::  
volume 
s2 
---
8
- dV 
2 0  
Since the shearing stres , acting on an el ant a distance c from 
th center of the or s--sootion, i S x. ( 
2; ) , then the ergy 
stored in the material within two cylindrical surf ces 0£ radii c 
and(o + do/ according to the above rel. tion, ecomes 
U =  _,!_ 
2 0  
volume 
ax. (2 'lt c do L )  
22&. p. Popov, Mechanics 2£. Materials, pp . 395-396, Prentice. 
Hall, Inc . ,  Englewood Cliffs, N. J . , Seventh Printing,. January, 1958 . 
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in which 
b r, 2 
1 the axim shearing trees t th surf o ot th 
c do is the infinitesimal area betwe the two cylindrical 
rfac , and L is the length of tho bar. Integratin the a.bov 
relation yields 
2 �+ 4 Semax. f1f L :3 U =  2 · e dc 
s2 smax. = -
2 G 
in . - lb. (119 )  
It i s  evident f quation (119 ) that the volume is only half 
as effeeti ve as the spring rod in shear. Thi is because the sh ring 
tr s s, in th torsion b.11r, are not l.Ulifonnly distributed over th 
cro ction . 
Tha volume effici ncy of the tor ion r dll b 
1 
e = 
s2 s x. 
2 G 
in, - lb, 
in. 3 
and the w ight fficiency b e  es 
1 
2 
in .  - 1b, 
lb . 
(120 ) 
(121 ) 
'l'h same re ult as formula (ll9) could v be obtained by u in 
quati n (21), Fi re 10, 
u = _L M,0 = .J.._ i/12 2 2 in. - lb . 
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in which the torqu or moment M ie incre s d gradua.1.ly, and the gle 
of twi t /J 1 proportional to the torque within the el.astio l it. 
R baring that 
rad. 
in which /J i 
a distano L 
of the oroa 
the r tlative angular rotation of two cross- s ctions 
rt and J = 71 44 is th ol.ar moment of inertia ' 32 
sectional area., then the energy of the bar beoo es 
From the torsion formula for circular shafts 
s 
and 
T = 
T (+) 
x. = ----
2 5 max. J 
d 
By sub titution equation (1.22 ) beoom 
U =  1 
2 
2 Sam.ax. 
2 G 
. in. - 1b . 
p i  
L 
(l.22 ) 
which i seon to be the same to ula ( 9 ) . The prin rat for 
the circular torsion rin will be 
T JG '71 d4o in� - lb, (123 ) K =  - =  - =  
L 32 L rad. 
It will be shown t t t e effici oy of the tor ion bar spring, 
equation (121 ), may be improved by using a hollow bar. 
Hollow circular torsion bar springs. 
If the torsion bar spring is made hollow with an outside 
103 
diameter of D
0 
and a hol 
inertia will be J = '1T 
32 
diameter of Di, then the ola moment of 
(D: - of') .  The ma.xi.mum shearing stress 
will be 
8smax. = 
16 T D0 
rjT (n4 - m-) 0 l. 
and th st:v in energy becomes 
in hich K = 
2 
T L 
rrr <n! - of >  
4 4 
G I\ (Do - Di) 
J2 L 
psi 
in. - lb. 
in, - lb, 
rad . 
By substituting the value of the torque, fro the bove stress 
equation, the energy relation becomes 
U =  
2 5bmax. 
16 G 
'JI <n! - of) L 
D2 0 
in. - lb . 
(124) 
(125 ) 
In o er to detemine the energy ca city per unit volume of aterial, 
equation (125 ) is divided by the vol e V, to give 
u 2 3smax. 
4 0  
in. - lb . 
in . J (126) 
in which the volume of material is V = 71 ( 2 . 2 ) 
4 
Do - Di L ,  
1.04 
It should 
be ��.,.ucll.sized that the volume referred to in the volume fficienoy 
ua. tion is the volume tba t the ma tari of the spring will occupy 
ra th r than the vo1ume of space occupied by the spring. In comparing 
quations (120 ) d (125 ), it ia seen that the vo1ume fficiency of 
a circular torsion bar increases by increasing the ratio of the ho1e 
diameter D1 to th outside diamet r D0 • The volume efficiency 
approaches a maximum li it of 
e. -V 
s2 smaxe 
2 G 
.in, - 3b, in . 
as the ratio of � ap roaches its limit o.f unity .. This is also 
Do 
the o se for the weight efficiency of the hollow bar 
e = 
2 
Ssma.x. 
4 Gq 
in, - lb, 
lb . 
(127 ) 
If it is re uired to find the efficiency of the spring per unit 
volume of space oooupied, then 
u 
e_ = - = 
-v V' 
2 5smax. 
4 G f -(�t J 
in which the v lu.me of the s ce occupied is v• 
;in, - lb, 
in) 
2 
'Jr Do = --- L . 
. 4 
{128 ) 
From 
equation (l.28 )  it is noticed that the efficiency per unit volume of 
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space occupied deer sea with increasin 
Di 
- , which is op osi te to 
Do 
the resw.. t of eq tion (127 ) • 
Torsion spring bar with sq . re cross-section . 
If the torsion s ring bar of Figure 25 has a sq re cros 
sectional area of width b, then th maximum shearing str s a 
given by Timoshenko23 is 
5smax. = 
and the angle 0£ twist /J is 
T L  
The s ring r te will be 
K == - =  
psi 
rad. 
in. - 1b, 
rad . 
The total energy c pa.city of" thi ty e 0£ a spring will be 
in. - lb. (129 ) 
ewriting this in terms of the maximum limitin shearing stress gives 
U = ( . 1615 ) 
2 8sm x. 
23s . Timoshanko, � cit,. pa.rt I, . 77 .  
in . - lb . (130 ) 
The energy stored in a unit volum tlll be 
s2 s x. 
6 . 20 G 
and the weight efficiency is 
2 
Sam.ax. 
6. 20 Oq 
Rectangular torsion spring bar, 
in, .. 1b1 
. j in . 
in, - lba 
lb. 
106 
(131 ) 
- (132 ) 
If the torsion bar s ring has a rectangular cross- ection or 
width b, and height h, then the maximum shearing stress will be 
S = T amax. 2 a hb 
This stre s occurs at the middle o f  the lon r ide 
psi 
A o  t 2 
{t) 
oros section . The value of the factor a depends on the ratio of � 
d some of these values, as shown in Table I b low, ar given by 
Timoshenko24: 
able I .  F ctors for eetangular Bar in Torsion 
!l 1 .00 1 . 50 1 .75 2 . 0 2 . 50 3 . 00 
0 
a . 208 . 231 . 239 . 246 . 258 . 267 
B . 141 .196 . 214 . 229 . 249 . 263 
a 4. 00 6.00 .oo 10.00 
a . 282 . 299 . 307 . 313 . 333 
B . 2 1 . 299 . J07 . 3.13 . 333 
24Ibid. -
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The an e of twist as given in the last r f rence is 
rad. (u ) 
where the values of B are . · ven in Table I. e s rin rate is  
The mechanic 1 energy that c be stored will be 
u = ..l... K/J2 = 1 
2 2 
in . - lb, 
rad. 
in .  - lb . (133 ) 
Since the limiting factor to the maximum amount or en rgy 
that can be stor d is the maximum stres , then equation (133 )  will 
ive better indication of the energy ca city when written in the 
form 
U =  
a2 
The volume efficiency is 
2 av -
2 
Ssma.x. 
2 G 
s2 x. 
2 G 
hbL in . - lb . (134) 
in. - lb, 
in. 3 
(135 ) 
From T bl I, it is seen t.ha t th xim efficionoy the. t can 
be obtained with a rectangul r torsion bar is 
e = 
Vmax. 3 
smax. in . - l.b . 
2 Ci 
10 
Therefore, it is evident that he hollow torsion spring bar 
is the oat efficient energy absorber amon all th different types 
of torsion r s  rings . 
Helie l Springs of S Jiare and Rectan�r Wire 
ound wire helical extension and compression s rings were 
discussed in Chapter 3. If' the spring of Figure 7, under the 
axial load P, is made of squar or rectangular wire, then it i 
assumed to act as a straight bar in torsion . The relations dave1o ed 
for the square and rectangular torsion bars ap ly to this type of 
helic 1 springs . 
Sq re wire helical springs . 
As suming that the side of the. cross-section is of width b, 
then by using equatio (t) , the maximum shearing stress will be 
3smax. = 
PD psi 
in which the value of the tor, e is - ·  Fr equation (u ), the 
PDL ------ =· 
0. 2 2 bl+o 
rad. 
in which L = 'II D , D is the mean coil diameter, and N is  the 
number of active coils . The total rial d flection will be, 
Figure , 
D � DJ 
y = /J - - --- -2 - 0 . 564 b¼ -
and the spring rate is 
The total strain energy is 
1 2 U =  - y = 
2 
in . 
lb . 
in. 
in. - lb . 
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(136) 
(137 )  
Rewriting this in tenns o f'  the m xi.mum atres , as given above, gives 
l U = -
52 ax. 
5. 53 
The spring vo1ume efficiency · be 
2 
U l 3smax. 
811 = - =  -V 2 . 76 2 G 
in .  - lb . 
in, - lb, 
in . 3 
In oo arin this result with the volum fficiency for a s rin 
(138 )  
(1.39 ) 
with r und wir , e tion (15 ), it b com s evident that round wire 
helic 1 s rings are better energy absorbers Jhan the squar wire . 
Rectangular wire helical springs, 
If the spring is made of a rectangular bar, with b as the 
short side 0£ the c ros section and h as the long side, then the 
maximum shearing stress as giv m by rela.tion (t)  beco  e 
Ss ax. = _2_a_h_b_2 
The an ar twist, fro• eq tion (u), wil1 be 
and th to 1 axial deflection is 
The s ring rate is 
K =  - = 
The total en rgy capacity will b 
psi 
rad. 
in .  
lb. 
in . 
1 ,,,., U ::: - Ky-2 = -
2 
in. - 1b. 
Sub tituting the V ue of the • :um a tress a giv 
in fo (1.41 ) yields 
a2 2 Ssma.x. ( r-rr-- m hb ) in . U = -
2 G 
in which the value of a and B are given in Table I . 
by 
- 1b. 
110 
{140} 
(l.41) 
tion (t } 
(142 ) 
To obtain the volume efficiency, equation (142)  is divided 
by the volume of the pring V = 'It DM hb, to get 
lll 
2 2 5smax. in. - 1b1 e = - 3 V B 2 G  in. (143 ) 
From Table I, it is seen tlm t the maximum -v, :ue of the ratio 2 ....L­
B 
is � ; hence; the m xi.mum vol e efficiency obtainable with a 
rectan ar-bar helioal spring is 
= a.x. 
l 
3 
2 
3smax. 
2 G 
in. -. 1b . 
in . J 
This i le s than the volume efficiency of the ·round wire helical 
spring. 
Round ire Conical S ring 
fuen a conic s ring is subj ·eoted to an axi 1 1oad F,, either 
in tension or in co re ion, each Ll.ement of the pring will bebav 
as a curved bar und r torsion . In this di eus ion, it will be 
a. s ed that the eoils do not bottom and that the horizontal roj ec­
tion of the s rin is a ira.l, Figu e 26. 
Then th coil r dius R t any angle ,S dll be 
R - Ri + 
{Ro - Ri ) � 
In this, R1, R0 re the radii at the beginning and end of 
the spir , res ctively, d is the number of active coils. 
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The corre ponding torque T at jJ is 
Fr e tio11 {4), the deflection r turn for round wir helical 
spring is 
J 64 FR 
Yt = d4G 
where d i  t e wire diameter. 
The infinitesimal. deflection dy in a small angl.e � will be 
= 
where R is the coil radi s t an �gle 15.  Integratin this between 
th limits O L fJ L. 2 '7, N, gives the total. detlecti n for th 
conical pring 
32 F 
R'(i,6 = 
32 F 
[Ri + (RO - Ri
),, f d,f! y =  
r;T d4G tt d4G 2 ---rr 
0 0 2 'IT-" 
16 F 
l 
N ] ( Rt + = d'o (Ro - Rt )  0 
R, l 
I F 
Figure 26 . A round conical spring . 
F ♦ (a ) _j_ 
I � h  
L �  � b 0 
Figure 27 . A cantilever epring . 
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R 
i 
d -� - {b ) 
' I 
lle s ring rate is 
K =  F 
d4G - = ------------
(Ro + R1 ) (R� + R� )  
Y' 16 
in. 
lb, 
in. 
114 
(l/44) 
Then the mechani 1 ener that can b stored in the conical s ring 
in the form of e st�c strain energy will be 
F2 N 
4 
. (Ro + 
d O  
) (R
2 2
i) 0 + in. - 1b . 
The maximum tor ional stres  corre pondine to the maximUm 
tor e, T = FR0, \lrich i at /> =  2 __II N, is 
C -0 smax. - psi 
(14; ) 
Rewriting formula (145 ) in terms of the maximum stress end simpli-
fying yields 
2 5smax. U =  
2 G 
Since the volume of tho spring is 
V =  ,r 
d2 L == r-rr d2 JI 
4 4 
in. - lb . (146) 
en the energy capacity · er unit vol e of ate 
l s
2 [1 •(¾f] ev = smax. 4 2 G 
weight efficiency of the conic - 1  spring is 
e = 1 
4 
s2 [1 ♦ (¾{ J ax. 2 Gq 
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l beoo es 
in .  - lb . in.3 (147 )  
in. - lbl 
lb . (148 ) 
It is se n that the volume efficiency of the conical sprin 
approaches a ma • .um 1 it of 
1 
2 
2 
Sam 
2 G 
R· 
as _!.... ap _ roache it physical 1· it of unity, whic is the helic 
Ro 
ring se s discussed in c  pter three. 
rgy of h r in Ca.ntil ver Spring r 
Th energy due to th s rin load discussed very 
briefly in the rlier sections (Energy d: e o shear ) ,.  It was ho m. 
that the energy of sh a.r i usually of negli �ible • lu , when 
com red wit the en rgy due to bending , It w s o t out th.at 
order for the energy of sh r to be equal to the en r of 
bending, it is necessary th t 
in.  
ll6 
here L is the length of a rectangu r ca.ntil vere a ring, and h is 
the hei ht f the rectan . r cro aecti n . rI'herefore, it should 
be evident that in considering energy, the effect of shearin loads 
should not be discarded, especially when ana1yzing short tie 
mbers . 
Rectangular cantilever bar springs, 
The recta.n lar cantilever o Fi re 27a is subjected to the 
action of the sh ri..l'lg force . The deflection at the end of the 
bar was determined in an earlier section to b 
y = cf L = -1._ 
2 
FL 
bhO 
in. 
in which o is  the shearin at  in and b is  the width. In the 
same section, the energy due to she· r was gi v by e ua tion (49 )  to 
be 
u = in .  - 1b . 
The aximum shearing stress due to direct h r occurs at the 
neutral axi f the rectangular cross-section and was given a 
(shown in the section on Energy due to sh r 
8smax. = 
J 
2 
- =  
bh 2 
psi 
By subatitu ing this in he above energy equation, the following 
r la tion is obtained 
U =  
2 5smax. 
2 G 
LA 
The volume e£ficiency dll be 
8v = 
2 
3 
Round cantilever bar spring, 
2 Sam.ax. 
2 G 
in . - lb . 
in . - lb. 
. j in . 
117 
(149) 
{150 ) 
If the cantilever round bar is of diameter d, then the de-. 
flecti n at the free end due to direct shear is25 
16 
y = -3 
The corresponding energy is 
U =  
3 
FL 
� 
F2t 
d20 
= 
-,r d2ci 
smax. 
I,. in . (151 ) 
G 
in. - lb. (152 ) 
The maximum shearing stres of the circular cross-.s ction will be 
s s ax. 
F 
ubs ti tu ting t,hi in rol tion (152 ) gives . energy tion 
U =  
2 5smax. 
2 G 
25 . Timo('!henko, sm.,_ citu . art I, p . 1 7. 
in . - lb . (153 ) 
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in hich is the cross-sectional. rea . T e volume efficienc dll 
be 
2 5smax. 
2 a 
in. - lb, 
. 3 J.n . 
(154) 
Therefore, this t ·  e of a s  ring store more energy of shear 
than the revious one . 
CHA V 
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In discussing he energy cape.city of lin r sprin s in  the 
pr vious chapter, it a alw ys assumed that the spring force is 
proportional to the dis J.ac ant . However, there are .y springs 
and spring syst ms that do not follow this llnearity . uch springs 
re known as non-linear s rings . The s ring force is no longer 
proportional to the dis lac ent of the pring_ from its position 
of equilibrium.. 
Spring non-linearity may be due to the type of a. terial us d, 
such as rubber, or it may be du to ,change in spring stiffness as a. 
result of botto ing . s ea.ns that t certain load, the pring 
ill contact the su ortin frame, thus increasing th tiffne s .  
on-linearity ay be caused by suddenly applied lo d or �y the 
sudden release of a rings . Because the study of non-linear springs 
is beyond the sco e of this thesis, they will be mentioned very 
briefly. 
In linear _ ring , the spring force wa given by the r lation 
F = Ky . For non-linear prin s, the prin �:orce wi11 b represented 
by another f'una ion of y 
F = F (y )  
Then, by inte z,atin this function betwe the limits of O � y � y1, 
the total work done on the spring will be 
120 
e·1 U = J. F (y) dy 0 
which is equal to the area under the load--displacement curve . Th 
constants of integration for non-linear springs and spring systems 
are detennined from experimental da , and from initi and 
boundary oondi tions. 
Th fore displace ent functions for non-line r spr:in s 
have been a roximated and classified into six general grou s by 
R. D .  d.l • 26 l.n • Thee groups are : bilin r ela ticity, positive 
cubic elasticity, neg tive cubic elasticity, tangent elasticity, 
hyperbolic tan ent elasticity, and el sticity. 
Positive Cub:Lc stieity 
This group includ s organic terial such as rubber and 
1 ther. The slope of the load-displacement curve, i re 28 , 
which is the odulus of elasticity, increases with incre sin 
elongation. 
The load-dis c ent function for t s type of elasticity 
is · ven in referenc (26) as 
F = F (y) = Ki y + K1 iJ 
26 • D . Mindlin, "Dynamics 
System Technical Journal, Vol . 24, 
f Pac age Cushioning, " !hi Bell 
• 362-365, July-Oo ber, 1945 . 
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in which Ki is the initial prin rate and K1 i the rate of increas e  
of the spring r, te . 
The wor done on thi spring h.ieh is stored in the fom of 
strain energy is 
= z. y2 { 2 Ki + Kl y2 )  + c 
where c is the constant of integration . 
recoverable . 
in . - lb. 
s st in energy is 
egative Cubic astieity 
(155 ) 
This t e of el stici ty is btained i th struotur s de f 
such aterials as conc ret r eas t  iron . Their tensile te t d gram 
has th shape hown in Fi re 2 b, where their odulus of elasticity 
decreases with dis lac ant or deformation . The load-di l c t 
:function is, as given in reference (26), 
The Belleville spring, 
The · elleville s ring, as shown in Fi re 2, ha.a load.-
di placement curve similar to Figure 28b . • S otts ives the 
F 
(a ) 
F 
Fi 
(a ) 
F 
(b ) 
Figure 28 . Positive and negative cubic elas ticity . 
I . 
I 
,. 
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---------- y 
(b ) 
Figur 29 . Tangent and hyperbolic tangent elasticity . 
F F 
y . 1 
Figure JO . Bi-linear elastic spring systems . 
1oad dis lac ent .function of a Bell.eville spring as'2:7 
where 
C2 = -t
c + 1 
C - l 
12) 
Ro, are the outside and insid radii, respectively, C is the ratio 
Ro . ' ' 
� , h and t re the hei ht d thickness of the s rin and u s the 
Poisson•  s ratio . The above load-di placem nt function may also be 
writtai1 as 
vhere 
l Ci = ---
(1 - u2 ) 
It is evident that the load F vanes as a cubio in Z- 1 sinee 
t 
Ro tor any value of - , c2 is a constant., Fr th above load-
Rt 
displa.c ent r ti n, it is obvious th.at · fferent l d-disp c ent 
curves may be obtained for varying ratios of .lL. as shown in 
Figure 3 .  
27M . �' . Spotts, Me�panica.l Design AruV,ysis, Pren.tie Hall, 
�c . , En lewood Cliffs, 1964. 
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Th energy capacity of a Belleville spring ay be obtained by 
inte rating the load-dis cement function. By assuming that the 
s ring is to be compressed fro its free height to the fl.a position, 
0 £:. y � h, the energy capaai ty of the spring will be 
U =  �
b 
F (y )dy = 
G2Et
4 
� h 
[ 
1 
( 
y f Jh ( 
y f � h2 t 
J 
(1 - u2 ) R2 2 t - 2t  t + l + � t dy 0 
0 0 
= C2E h
2t 
(h2 + 4 t2 } in. - lb . (156 ) 
(1 - u2 ) 
If N springs are to be stacked in series, then the energy 
oapaci ty of t e ystem will be ti.mes equation (156 )  . 
angent stioity 
Tangent elastici t r  is the case where a spring has a li.."Ili ted 
amount of displac ent and where bottoming occurs graduall.y beyond a 
certain load. Volute spring represent such ca e • Figure 29a 
ho s a ty ic 1 load-displacemont curve for such a rin a . Ki i the 
initial s rin rate and Ym is the maximum di lac ent . 
The load-displac ent function i , as · van in reference (26 ), 
F = F (y ) = 
2 Ki ym 
rrr tan 
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The energy ca ci ;y- of such a s  ring will be 
U =  
i Y' 
F
{
y)
dy = 
2 Kiy; 
�
Y' 
� y tan dy � 2 Y. 
0 
= + 0 in . - lb . (157 ) 
in which Ki and y are assum d to be known . The value of the con-
stant of integration c, may be determined fro some known initial or 
boun r:, oondi tions . 
Hyperbolic Tangent astioity 
In this typ of el ticity, the maximum force 
F
m, that can b 
obtained with a spring is limited, Figure 29b . Th decrease in 
s ring stiffness with increasing s ring deflection, offer by thi 
ty e of a s ring, ay be desirable if the maximum acce1era tion of the 
cushioned obj eet is to be limited .. The load-di placement function 
is, as given in reference (26), 
F = F (y) = F. ta.nh 
where is the initial spring rate. 
The strain energy will be 
U = \
y 
F (y) dy = Fm C' tanh Kiy dy J J. Fm 0 0 
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F2 Kiy 
= - ln oosh -- + C in .• - lb . (158 ) 
Ki Fm 
wher F is the asymptotic , lue 0£ the force, and C is the constant 
of integ tion. 
Bi-linear Elasticity 
Bi-linear elastic! ty is obtainable with two or more linear 
rin s, whioh act as a unit or as a ayste • Th load-dis. c ent 
curve i 
Figure JO . 
de u of two straig 1t 1ine segments, as shown in 
The load-dis 1 cem. t function is 
for O � y � Yi 
here K1 is the spring rate of he s · g that is being displ. e 
and y1 is the disp1acem t before the s econd spring with a spring 
rate of is in contact with t,ha mass . 
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The strain energy of the system when O � y L y1, for the 
various linear s rings, m.s discussed in Chapter 4. The strain 
energy when 11 � y is 
(Y1 .C' U c: J F(y )dy ] 
0 Y1 
in. - lb. (159 ) 
In order to study the efficienoy of non-linear springs and 
spring systems in storing energy, it will be necessary to an�e 
these sprin s sepa tely, as has been done in the ca.as of line r 
prings . 
CHA VI 
INST {T- raous ENERGY RE CE ni LI SPRI S 
When an elastic l.inear spring is subj cted to the action of 
a force, waves of stress and velocity are transmitted at once al.ong 
th entire length of h ring, in the form of pre sure wa,re� . 
Th work don by th xtem 1 force will be equal to the energy 
stored in the portion of the rin ' a length -occupied by the ve, 
that is, in the pre sur zone . The stored energy, in the pr sure 
zone, consists or the potential strain energy, hleh is a result 0£ 
the di pl.a.cement, and of the kinetic energy, which re u1ts from the 
oving artio1es of th pring' s a s, due to the disp cement. In 
equation form 
or 
External or = U = � Fy + 1 ../­
U = 2.:_ Fy + _:_ M (2) 2 
2 2 dt 
in. - 1b. (160) 
in which F is the external force, y is  the d.isp1a.c ent, M is the 
to 1 as of the s..-: ring, and t i-s the time. 
It th - force i gradually ap lied "Ording to the assum 
tions eta ted for the sta. tical1y l.oa.ded springs, Cha. ter 4, then the 
kinetic ener term in equation (160) will be negli · b1e . This is 
the case of statically lo ded a rin s which as discussed ar1ier. 
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In spring of small body length, the etress and vel·ocity 
waves a.re tra.nsmi tted so quickly tba t the time it , e a spring to 
release its total en r€(3 is very small . 1.n suoh a case,, the instant&. 
neous energy relea ed by the spring ia of littl practical por­
tance, and, for all purposes, the total energy of the spring, 
potential and kinetic, should be considered , In sp.rings where the 
body length is large compared to the wave ve1oeities• the time 
necess ry fo.r the .Pring to rel ase its energy be-comes of oonsid,er­
able importance, and ' the instantaneous energy released may be of 
practical va.lue ... This is also true in ea. es of dynamic impacts 
where the im act duration tim is very small, thereby causin · strees 
and velocity waves of short length . 
In order to determine the ineta.ntaneoua ener released by a 
lin r s rin . , it will be necessary to expres · the def'leetion y as 
a rune tion of both the location along the axis of the spring, :x, 
and the time, t, expressed as y {x, t) . 
The instant.a.n·eoue values of energy for straight springs under 
tensile loads wil.l be discussed. 
Instantaneous Energy in Str. ight pring Bars 
It is  assumed that the pring ba of Figure 31a has a. narrow 
rectangul r cross-section, so that only the longitudinal displacements 
. .  
t- x --
--- ---- -1 -- ----.,,,,,,, ---
-- �t-------
(b ) 
, _....-:; 
� 
.. ...__---_-_---_--_---_ _,,,, _ _,,,,,,, ___ L _ ... :_-_-_-_-- �������:�: 
l'igure 31 . Diaplacemen t or a spring bar . 
., 
1)0 
FL 
2AE 
f 
. . 
11 be cons id r d .  Let y denote th longitudinal dis J.ac ent of 
any croe ection at a. distanc e x fro the origin
2 • 
Th cross- eotion at a dis ta.nee x goes to (x + y ) ,  and the 
eetion at ( x  + dx) goe · to (x + dx) + (y + dy ). Th new length 
of an element of len th dx .from its oaition of static equilibrium 
will become dx + dy .  '!'he net lon a tion of the el t d:x: will be 
ey � dx. The unit elongation, e, in a length dx, will be 
- =  
The tensile force F, at the section 
F = AE d Y  Tx 
will be 
1:31 
wher A is the cross- ectional area, E is th odulus of el.a ticity, 
and c) is the partial op tor d th r sp ct to x. The force t 
o x  
the cros section x + dx, will be 
J y  d ( � y ) ( d y  J '-y  + dF :::r AE - + � AE - dx = AE - + , 2 O x  u x  � x  O x  o x  
The incr ental increase in th fore , dF, i a result of 
the inerea e in the abscis · ,.. dx. If weight per unit length 
of th bar i w, th n the inerti force of the el ent is !( & \iY 
g d t2 ,-· 
28t. S . Jacobsen and R . S .  Ayre, Engine ering Vib tions; 
pp . 46 470, Graw-Hill Book Co . ,  Inc . ,  e-w York, 1958 . 
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Equatin the inertia force of the element' s mass to the restoring 
forces acting on the element, the following partial d.if'ferenti 
q: tion of otion of the element dx will be obtained 
dx = 
or 
= .AE (161 ) 
g 
where g is t e cc el era tion due to tt vi ty. r ormula (161 ) may b -
written as 
or 
w 
unit volume . 
= a 
w 
E g  
q 
(161' ) 
(161 1 ' )  
___  g_ = ..!Jt , and q is the weight density per 
q q 
Equation (161 ' ' ) a ows that the dis c nt is a fW1c tion ot 
both the location and the time . Tintoshenko sho , that the solution 
of equation {161 ' ' ) is29 
29 . , .  oshenko, Vibration Problems � Engineering, pp . 41 
4201 D . Van ostrand Co . ,  Inc . , J�.n r:r, 1955 . 
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Y = £1 {x + at) + f 2 (x - at) 
which repre enta two waves traveling in opposite directions along 
the x-axis with a vel.oci ty a. In order to show the importance of 
formula (161 ' ' ) , the insta.n·taneous energy released by straight 
springs subj ected to tensile loads will be determined. 
Straight spring subjected �o tensile l.�ads .  
Assume that the straight spring bar of.' Figu•re )1b is sub­
j ected to a tensile static load F at each end. The d.isplacement 
at eaeh end will be equal to 2F� • Also, as.sume that the 
external static forces are removed at the initial. moment t = o, 
that is, at zero ti.me . Since the spring bar is :free a.t both ends, 
the end condi tons at x = O., and :x: =. L, will he 
o y  = o 
o X  
o y  = o 
o X  
and the starting conditions are 
y = f (x) 
oY ---- = 0 
a t  
when x = O 
when x = L 
when t 0 
when t = 0 
(a) 
(b )  
(e ) 
(d) 
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where 
FL 
y = f (x)  = 
2 AE 
(x - ½ ) F � L )  
L 
= - x .. - for O � x � L 
....;_ AE 2 
The partial differentio.l equation {161 ' ' )  desc ribing -the motion 
(161 1 I ) 
may be so1ved by assum:ing that the displacement y i represented by 
the product of two f'unc tions, one of loca ion ·x, and the other of 
t· t.  Then 
y = X(x)  T (t )  
ccordingl , formula (161 ' ' ) become.a 
XT ' '  ( t )  = a2x • ' (x) T 
where t· • ( t ) is taken to be as the econd partial deri va ti ve of y 
with respect to time, 01 , while X is being held constant . 
a t  
( e } 
( £ ) 
Similarly., X' ' (x) is the second rtial derivative of y with respect 
to x. 
By eparating ho variables relati n (f)  beco es 
T '  ' ( t) X' ' (x) = 
a2 T X 
(g ) 
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If t varie , X (x) cannot vary and is oonstant of value - r/, where 
e is to be determined . Then equation (g)  will be 
T' t ( t )  X' ' (x) 2 --- == --- = - e 
a2 T X 
Solving the above partial differential equation yields 
and 
X'  ' , + e2x. = 0 
Relation (h ) may be writt n in terms of the differential operator 
D =  _o __ 
c t  
Therefore 
D = + aoi 
and the function T (t) has the solutions 
T = sin (aot ) 
and 
T = cos (a.et ) 
(h) 
(i) 
Similarly, equation (i )  may be sol ed in t s f the diff r-
ential operator D1 = o x  
2 2 (Di + e )X = 0 
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and 11_ = ±. ci, where i is a.n ima ary constant . Therefore, the 
function X (x )  ha.a the solutions 
X = sin ( ox) 
and 
X = cos ( ex} 
Hence, there are four possible solutions that will. satisfy the dif­
ferential e uation (161 ' ' ), and they are 
Y1 = 
sin (ac t )  in {ox) 
Y2 = sin <a.ct> cos (ex)  
Y3 = cos (aot) sin (ex) 
y = 4 
eos (act )  cos (ex) 
The relations y
1 
and y3 drop out, eince they do not satisfy 
the boundary condi tion given in (a. ) . The r lation y2 drops out, 
since it doe s  not satisfy the initial starting condition of zero 
initi 1 velocity, eq tion (d) . erefore, only y4 as given in 
( j ) , satisfies these two conditions, 
y4 = cos (act) eos (e
x) 
In order for y4 to satisfy the boundary condition giv in 
(b ), which states that the slope of the mode of vibration curve t 
x ::: L i zero, the constant term c must be 
( j ) 
C -
n '7T 
L 
where n i any osi ti ve integer . Then, y 4 becom s 
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Ther fore, the general solution Y, describing the motion of tho 
sprin bar and satisfying the initial and boundary conditions, will 
be 
Y = L bn cos ( n 'II at) cos f. n 'If" x) (162 ) 
n = l L / \ 
L 
where t.he coefficients bn are to be determined by using the r a.ining 
initial condition (o ) .  When t = O, y = f (x),  nd fonnula (162 ) 
b comes 
f (x )  = 
� ( n r"7f" 
n
� bn cos L ) 
which is the Fourier cosine series of r ( x) . The coefficients bn 
may be determined by using the relation, a given by plan30, 
(x)  cos ( rir- x\ dx; 
L ) 
JOKaplan, � cit., . 402 . 
then 
Since y = f (x) = _!_ (x - -¼) 
h = 2F -n i'L 
= 2 F 
L 
2 FL = -----
(n 'Ir ) 2 
f- d - 1J 
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or O ,f:: x t L 
J 0 
Therefore 
4 FL 4 FL bi = - ---- ; b2 c b4 = b6 = ·- • • • • O; b3 = - ---- • • • • •  AE 'lt 212 � 2:i 
or 
q tion (162 ) become 
y = -
4 FL 
l 
'11 2 (2n .. 1 ) 2 
for n = l, 2, .3, 4, • • • • •  
(J u �\ P 11 x) 
cos 
1 
a
; 
cos
\ 1 
-
4 FL 
cos (5-�-. - at\ co � '7f'
L
I x) 
'7, 252 L ) \ 
.. . . . . . . .  -
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4 FL 1 �2n - 1 )  � a� �2n-l ) '7T" x ---· - cos . . cos 
11 2 (2n - 1 )2 L L 
+ · · - - _4,-�-� --2 � -
(
2n-· -�-l-)-2 
cos �2n -
L
l ) 'Tr a� cof2n - �) 'lt
x] 
(163 ) 
'quation (l6J ) desc ribes the displacement of any section in the 
spring at any given time . For example, the displacement at the free 
d of the spring x = L, at the oment the xterna.l s tatic loads re 
removed, t = O, will be 
X =  L 
t = 0 
::: A. 
2 
here 
== -
n = l  
c:::.c:::::> 
4 FL I 71 2 
:n = 1 
---- = 
(2n - 1 )2 
1 4 FL 2 
(-1 ) = 
(2n - 1 )2 'Tr 2 8 
in .  
31 
It should be not.ed that the defl ction btain d above is only the 
deflec tion occurring at one end . 
31 Ibid,, p . 39· 
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e coefficient o the time tenn given in equation (163 ) 
rn = (2n - 1) 11 a (n = ,i, 2, 3, • • • ) sec . 
determines the tural frequencies of the various modes of vibration . 
For e ple, the circular natural frequency of the fundamental mode 
of vibration, n = 1, is 
r:-:-1 1 a ,P--1 
fl = -- = L L 
The corresponding period of motion is 
2 "II --- = 2L 
see . 
ec . {k ) 
The shape of the fundamental mode of vibration is represented in the 
dotted curve of · igure 31b . 
In order to determine the instantaneous energy rele sed, it 
should be reme.r ed t the energy stored in the spring bar is 
mainly potential, or train en rgy, and eq tion (21) a lies, that 
is 
U = ...1... Ky2 ; where is t e sprin rat • 
2 
rom e tion (163 ) y = y(x, t)., therefore, the instantaneous energy 
released, or the rate of chan�e or energy will be 
oU - =  dU 
dy 
""o y  - = (1 ) 
·rakin the partit1l deri v ti ve of formula (163 ) with respect to t, 
ives 
aY  - c:  ot .�
a �
l 
-( 2m-. -_-
\-) sin
 r- 1� 11 a� cos �2m - t) � J 
By substituting equations ( 163 ) and (164) and the value of the 
s ri (T' rate K = + , as iv n in equation (b ) in Chapter 4, 
r la ion { L )  becomes 
C><:) C><::> 
(164) 
ou  
= ------ = 
at 
2 - 16 F a  
11 3  
L L l cos 1(2n - 1 )  1f a� • 
n = 1 m = 1 (2n - 1 )
2 t . L 
�2n - 1 )  7, � X co . • 
wher and n r 
1 
(2m - 1 )  
y ositive integers. 
, - lbs 
sec. 
(16; ) 
It should be kept in mind tha. t the rate 0£ eha.-rige of energy, 
P, as iven by e · tion (165 ) is the amo t of instantaneous en rgy 
that can be released by any ortion of th � � rin0 at a distano e x, 
and at any time, t .  'I i s  ay be o f  lit J.e r otical im ortance, 
since in oat cases, the en rf.fJ rele sed a. t the ends of the s rin 
is the one f rac ti cal. value . Formula (165 } may be used to detei,... 
:mine this value; however, another method will be adopted . 
Equation {d ), as developed in Cha ter 
energy of a s ring bar in t sion is eq l to 
shows t t the stn in 
_2 dv 
= (
L 
2 J 
voiume o 
E- 2 - e  dx = 
AE ( (d Y \2 
2 J. d x ) dx 
0 
(m ) 
where dv = dY,., and the unit elon a tion e = 
0 y • From formula 
(163 )  
oy  4 F �l · .  ('IT at) in �-ir X )  1 . . �) 1f at) .:.- �3 '7T X) - ::: -.;.._- - cos -- e . + - cos --- $..1 .. u . + ax ,r 1 L L 3 L L -
;- cos (-' _o_
L 
_a._1 sin (5 � X) + . . . . . , . . J 
= 
m. ::: 1 
1 �2m - l )'Tr aj �-2m_-l._)_'l-r __ � --- cos · _. sin 
(2m - 1 )  L L 
Squaring this yields 
(
o Y 
)
2 
16 r2 
[
1 2 (r,-r- at) . 2 (--n-- x) l - = · - COS Slll · + � • 
� x ( 'l, )2 l 2 L L 3 
(166) 
+ 2 _!._ _!_ cos ( 1T a.�) sin ('!, x) cos (J,r at) sin ( 3 1T x) + 
1 3 L /  L L L 
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2 ¾ � oos ('lf t) lll c;: x) cos (? 1: at) sin (5 � �)+ • . • •] 
quation (m ) involves the integration or two types 0£ terms 
cos2 (
n 
: 
at
) f sin
2 (n 7 x) dx = 
0 
2
� 
11 at
) r cos 1.. li - sin _2n_11_1 -� dx = .!:_ cos2 (n __ _ ,_, _a_t) 2 [ L J 2 L 0 
and 
oos (n -: 
at
) 0,6 
for m .J n 
Therefore, in in tegra.l (m ) ,  only the s ar terms r in .  
£ro (m ) 
- u 8 F
2 
'71 2  
..!.. cos2 
12 
(:'fl e.t) L 1 2 (31T at) - +  - co 
L 2 32 L 2 
Then 
(167 ) 
It cannot be over- emphasized that equation (167 ) yields ·the 
total t in energy in the spring at a:ny instant of time. It is the 
strain energy that can be obtained with the tota.1 length L of the 
pring, that is, when x == L . For example, at the oment the 
xternal loads a.re removed ( t = 0 ), the total ener s in the spring 
will be 
1 4 F L  
(2n - 1 )2 = AE rrr 2 • 
-- = -
l 
= - Fy in. - lb . 2 
where y = ...!.k.. • This r sul is in a reement wit that obtained in 
AE 
equation (2.3 ) which proves th.at the procedure do ted in determi.nin 
the total atrain energy as o. function of time is correot. 
To det rmine the r te of cl ge f en rgy, or the ener 
releae;ed by the spring t any mom t, the partial deri v: ti ve of U, 
as given in £ormula (167 ), with respect to t, will yield 
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au 
P= - - - ---- cos (2n - 1 ) 1f  at . sin (2n - l ) 'lr  at ot (2n - l ) L L 
. • . - .1b. 
sec. 
This may be written as 
P = � = _ 
4 F2a � 
• 
1 
sin [2
(
2n 
- 1 )11 a
j 
0 t 1r L (2n - 1 )  [ L n = l 
in, - lb, 
see. 
(168 ) 
{le1 ' ) 
tion (169 ' ) yields the total ins tan tan ous enGrgy released 
by a str · ,ht spring, after the rem.ov: �l of t.be external loads, at any 
ins tant . To repeat, equation (16S ' ) will giv th instantaneous 
energy that will be rel sed at both ends or the spring, _while 
tion (165 ) will give the rat of argy change just at one oint. 
t 
From equation (16S ' ), it is seen that the aximum instanta-
neous energy rele se will occur wh 
T = ..2:._ = _.::._ [3_ = 2:.._ J W 
4 a 4 J Eg ' Kg 
8 c .  (169 ) 
wh re K == f , and is the to · 1 w ight of th spring . his is 
the time required for the energy or stress wave to · travel one­
fourth the length of the spring . In comparing formula. (169 ) with 
the period £or the fundamental mode of vibration, ti, as given by 
eq tion (k ), i t  is obvious t t the time r uired for he ma.xi.mum 
rate of e nge of energy is one- ei hththe time of the .fundamenta1 
mode of vibration. Tba t is 
(n ) 
It should be r arced th.at the trigonometric series describing 
th dis c ent of the ring, equation (163 ), and the oth r 
trigonometric erlas, are uniformly convergent in the interval 
0 � x L L .  This allowed th series to b differentiated or 
int rated term by term Iii thin its re o o.r convergence. 
It is interesting to note that the str ss, as £unction of 
t· e in the .. ring bar, IDSJT be obtai.ned . 
i ::: o y , the stress will be S = e = 
a x  
Since the unit elongation. 
E � Then by using 
o x  
equation (166) 
C>O 
s = 4 F L A r;T  
= 1 
,, 
1 (2m - 1 ) '7r at . _ (2m - 1 ) rrr x  ---- cos -----·-· - sin . 
{2m - 1 )  L L 
psi (170 ) 
sec. 
To show that this re t is co rr ct, formula. (170 ) i us to 
determine the str s . t x = ...1.. and t = 0 
X = 1, 
2 
t = 0 
where 
= 
4 F  
'7r 
m = 1 
m == l 
(- l )
m + l 
----- = 
(2m - l )  
(- l )
m + l 
(2m - 1 )  
4 F 
,r 
whioh is in graemen t with the true value. 
r;r F - = -
psi 
.32 
This method of determ:L"ling the instantan ous energy in 
springs ay be used for other type · of s rings with different 
boundary eonditions . K . \ . Maier33 discussed the dynamic loading 
and the general theory of elaatio waves in helical springs . 
It should be r · bared that the eq tion dese ribing the 
displao ent as a Lunction of time and location, aq tion (16.l , 
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be plied to many types of springs . Also, tha. t any n of the 
solutio to this differential equation, as given by re tions ( j }, 
tisfy an infinite number of boundary conditions . 
'ro find the maximum instantaneous energy rele ed equation 
(169 ) is subs tituted in formula (168 • ), to o-et 
33K • •  Maier, " Dynamic L0ading of Compression Springs, 
Product Engineering. Vol . 25, p . 162-167, January, 1954. 
P ax. 
(- l )
n 
4 F2a 'lf' F2a --- = .. -- • ______.. = .... ........  
(2n - 1 )  AE 1r 4 
in .. - l;b, (171) 
ee. 
where K = L , is the total wei ht of the sprln , m is the me.es 
p r unit leng and q is the weight density . 
C TER VII 
CO CLUSIO S ID R CO 
Conclusions 
ID TIO 
This study shows th.at in statically l ded springs, the 
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ener capacity is limited by the maximum stres and the volume of 
the mater:i.al of the sprin . It was a1-uo show that in certain 
springs., the volume as not fully utilized in storing energy. This 
volume ef iciency re ult d fro either t e presence of vari·· ble 
stresses over the cross-sectional r of the snring, or from the 
fact that the bending m ent al o varied ong the entire spring• s 
len. th . 
In examining the re ults obtain d for the energy capacity o 
linear s ri.n&s, it s obaerv d that all of the energy relations 
deriv ay b expressed a a £\motion of the ax:i.mum tr ss1 th 
volume of th terial, th odulus of aticity or rigidity, d, , , 
in some c sea, other dim sions, such a.a the d . etar. In tion 
.form 
U = u (Sm, V, E, D)  
where U i the total ener ., Sm is the maxim stre s, V is the 
vo1 e, and D is any- ens ion of th spring . Fro this., it is 
apparent that the energy capacity may be m.a.xim.ized y optimiz g 
the given pa.ramet · ro, as expressed in the abo· e rel.ation, so, it 
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i obvious th t if the bove e . ression ie divided by the lume of 
the s ring ' atar 1, and if e on value for the m xi.mum tress 
is used, it will be possible to compare th efficiencies of the 
e rings, in storing or releasing energy . This kind of efficiency is 
c lled volume efficiency and it vas obtain d or the various s rings . 
Regardles of whether the spring is subj ected to a.xi -load 
to bending oments, to torsion or shearin lo ds, the to l energy 
eapaei ty er unit volume of ma terla1--t t is., the volume e:f.'.ficieney­
- ay be expressed iri a ore useful manner, aa 
or 
V 
a == V - =  
2 
S ax. Q ---
2 G 
is a constant les than unity, :for most springs . 
From the above two expressions, it ia evide t that the total 
en rgy capacity of a p · g ay be maximized by: 
1 .  Str sin th at ri 1 to it 
a teria.l of high strength-
stic limit and s 1.eoting 
2 . ing the volume of the - ring a :I large a o sible . 
J .  electing 
, o r  lo 
material with a o modulus of �asticity, 
odulus of rigidity, G. 
4 . x:i.mizing th value o:f the cons t tena, Q, which y 
be achieved by f rjjressing the spring uniformly. Since. 
in axially lo d d s rin s the material is uniformly 
stressed; the value o� Q is unity . In impl.y su ported 
r ctangu.lar s rings and flat cantilever s rings, the 
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is on ninth . In the be t type of cantilever 
s rin , is on third . By checking th different re-
tions obtained £or the volume e£fiei oy of the 
dif erent 1 rings, the values f ("j y be read . 
In di cu ing the instan neoua n rgy rele sed by a. spring 
bar in tension, it was found hat t a  maximum r ta of energy change 
P. x. is 
W• - lb. 
sec. 
where q is tne \iTeight density, 
Thi ooeurs at the instant th energy wave reache one­
fourth the length of' the s rin · b·· r, hioh as giv by e tion 
169 ) as 
l L l T = - - = 
4 a 4 
see . 
,, 
(171 ) 
(169 ) 
h re F i  the xte l 1 d, L is the spring 1 gtb, K = - i 
L 
the spring rate, g ia the � cceler tion due to gravity, is the 
total wei ht of the s r1n , A i th cross-s ctiona.l ar of the 
pring, E is the od:ulus of elasticity, and a. is the velocity of th 
energy v travelin throu h the s r:i.n • P. x. 
amount of wor done by the spring er unit time . 
In ord r to maximize th value of th aximum wer, s given 
by formula (171), it will be n essary to 
-
1 .  Increase the m itude of the external load F . 
2. Design a spring of a small cross-sectional area • 
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3 .  elect a s  rin ter 1 with a low odu.lu.s of elastic-
ity 
To decre e the time it kes the spring to r l. a.se its 
maximum instantaneous energy, it is n oessary that 
1 .  The prin ' s  length L be as hort as po sible . 
2. The a rin materli l sel.eoted has a lo w i ht density. 
3. The s ring material eel cted baa a. low modulus of 
J.astioity. 
ote : The t · e ref erred to is  given in equation (169 ) . 
R commendations 
It is rec ended that: 
1. thorou h study be carried on to determin the total 
energy cap oi ty 0£ non-linear sprin s and spring syst s . 
2 . thorough study be made to det.e ine the mstantaneou. 
energy that oan be r 1 s d by the dif'f r t tn>es of 
linear springs . 
3 . An investigation regarding the energy ea city d te 
o f  energy change be carri d on £0 rin ,a und r dynamic 
type of loading . 
4. Experiments be oonduc ted to et rm.ine the accu cy or 
the v rious en rgy rel tions, especi lly tho e relation 
derived for th insta tan .ous en r • 
It is fel.t that the conclusion listed are acour te, and that 
the ath ti 1 investigation carried on in this the is oan be 
experimenta11y verified . 
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